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One morning German soldiers and their officers
broke into the houses of the quarter where the Jews had been
gathered,
shouting that all the men were to come out;
and the Germans took everything in cupboards and closets.
Among the men was an old man in the robe—and wearing the hat—
of the pious sect of Jews called H a s id im .
The Germans gave him a hen to hold
and he was told to dance and sing;
then he had to make believe that he was choking a German soldier
and this was photographed.
CHARLES REZNIKOFF
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In the meantime, Melquiades had printed on his plates
everything that was printable in Macondo, and he left the
daguerreotype laboratory to the fantasies of Jose Arcadio
Buendia, who had resolved to use it to obtain scientific proof of
the existence of God. Through a complicated process of
superimposed exposures taken in different parts of the house,
he was sure that sooner or later he would get a daguerreotype of
God, if He existed, or put an end once and for all to the
supposition o f His existence.
G a b rie l G a r c ia M a r q u e z

from

O n e H u n d red Y ears o f S o litu d e
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These snapshots taken by ghetto children
given for Christmas
Objects blurring into perceptions
No ’art,’ only the faults
of the film, the faults of the time
Did mere indifference blister
T R O U B L E : N e a r o b je c t
b l u r r e d , b a c k g r o u n d is
re n d e re d sharply.

these panes, eat these walls,
shrivel and scrub these trees—

C A U S E : I m p r o p e r focus.

mere indifference? I tell you
cruelty is rarely conscious

C U R E : Focus a t d is t a n c e o f
t he n e a r ob j e c t .

the done and the undone blur
into one photograph of failure

This crust of bread we try to share
this name traced on a window
this word I paste together
like a child fumbling
with paste and scissors
this writing in the sky with smoke
this silence
this lettering chalked on the ruins
this alphabet of the dumb
this feather held to lips
that still breathe and are warm

ADRIENNE RICH

A d rie n T o u r n a c h o n .

Charles Debureau, c. 1854.

’'Poetry
almost blind like a camera” J
—Jack Spicer
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CAMERA O BSCURA
Photographer,
midwife
to the beautiful and the stillborn,
when you have covered the windows
against all natural light
you are ready to begin
these unnatural resurrections,
to command
images out of a dead time.
The tray of acid hisses.
The red safe light shows
the hands of an assassin
and their fastidious crime
against memory, against natural law.
You dust the negative:
the inner garment of time
which reverses our knowledge.
It bleaches
his dark hair white,
it bruises
his white shirt black,
and shows me
nothing that I remember.
You expose it to a light
that would kill cancers.
You dip the blank page
into the fluid
from which these things are born
and we wait
like sitters at a seance,
calling the image of one we loved.
And now through the water,
through blizzards of nonbeing,
through the painful changes
like green fruit ripening,
like a summer
which did not ask to return,
W SSSSMM
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T R O U B L E : G e n e r a l softness
of print q u ality.

A
■
mist o n t h e lens.

?r o r

‘CURE; Wipe lens dry be
fore the exposure.

surprised in its shroud,
its sealed forgetfulness torn,
he rises,
obeying the summons,
darkening, gaining strength and depth
like an excellent wine:
A boy on the Brooklyn Bridge, smiling
because the Empire State and the Chase Manhattan
and the Stock Exchange and St. Patrick’s
stand on the shore
like a congregation of bishops
sent to welcome the traveler
from across the water.
A boy looking up at us
from the bed of a drowned man,
his ignorant gaze deflected
by invisible currents,
transfixed in the midst
of his route to a totaler darkness.
You intercede
for this innocent condemned.
You have saved
a messenger out of time
with the face of a dead friend.

NANCY WILLARD
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courtesy Irving Weiss

STOPPING THE SUN
Every event in the world you can get close enough to
to snap a picture of
stands for itself alone, no matter how inconsequential,
like a soldier in the snow.

I didn’t snap it,
nobody I knew took that picture,
what I found in an empty house
in a shoebox of someone eise’s family-album rejects
struck my eye because it was such an obvious discard:
faded, blurry, crusted with curds of ancient glue, damaged.
I don’t recognize a soul in it though they could all
pass for relatives.
There’s nobody around to ask who are these people.
Who, indeed?
It’s a bad picture, all that squinting in the sun.
It’s a bad picture, even if I knew who the man at the left
was I wouldn’t be able to tell because of the blast
of light over his face.
The same light that made the picture
got in the way of the picture,
which has been yellowing its tidy little anecdote
about family and friends on the steps of the monumental
edifice
backwards in time at a different rate of recession—
and yet how can that be?
than the rate at which I am dragged forward in time by
the chain of the events of my own life.
Soon the picture will bump up against Talbot and Niepce
amid a flutter of its fellow scrapings off the surface
of the world of appearances.
Here you are,
supposedly scrutinizing the picture for who
those people in it are
and how they’re looking back at the camera
but instead you notice that the print is ripped at the
bottom where it was torn out of its album because
somebody doubted it should remain as that
family’s view of its past but still couldn’t
bring himself to throw the print away
so he all but threw it away.
It makes you angry to realize you’re paying more attention
to its being a reject than you’re looking at it
for what it shows (are they in Washington? Philadelphia?
Quebec?)
15

I’m lying. I know who they are.
That’s Lou Perlstein in the dark suit, that’s Adele
Cardinali in the middle, there are Sarah and
Ethel in the top row; the little girls are also
Perlsteins.
But I’ll never know who the other man is because the
photograph as an object in its own right is
hiding his face instead of revealing it;
instead of its being a picture o f him, he’s
someone—nobody can say who—trapped in the
picturing itself.
Oh, I’m not really lying. I never saw any of them before.
They will never go away
transfixed by time
frozen in time
they are the ghostly traces of an instantaneous flash of
a reality nobody ever saw in its own right
unmotivated concessions to mortality
pieces in a vast technological memory bank
the real dead sometimes forgive the living
but not these relentless artifacts as they go plodding on
Wait! Wait! Somewhere there could be another picture
with the person taking this picture in that
picture while one of the ones sitting on the
steps in this one takes that one.
Somewhere there could also be the negative with its
power of making copies that can flood the world
with silliness
such as the foot of the older girl cut off, everything
else safe inside the viewing frame but her
ankle and toes,
the darkness under her skirt, the strains of all the
smiling, the frowns of impatience, buttocks
shifting on the hard stone steps, when will
he snap the picture the leader of the group, the
one who said, Wait a minute now, I’m going
16

TRO UBLE: Print shows a
black, indistinct mass.
C A U S E : Usually a finger
partly covering lens.
C U R E : Keep the fingers
away from the lens.

to take a picture of us here, actually he is
still there not having yet clicked the shutter,
which is why they’re still there.
These are the creatures of the light
stopping the sun while they make their observances, looking
its inexhaustible plenitude right in the eyes,
smile, frown, or squint,
here and in all the other sunny places
there is nothing wrong with this picture
there is nothing wrong with this picture
there is nothing wrong with this picture
there is nothing wrong with this picture
there is nothing wrong with this picture
there is nothing wrong with this picture
there is nothing wrong with this picture, it’s what there is
of what there was
but if they all get up to go
but if they all get up to go
but if they all get up to go
they have all gotten up and have gone
leaving a wrinkle in the coating of the print and a slash
in the packing of the paper
to mark the spot
pshaw! poignancy! snorts of irritation at the pull
of sentiment! magic trash!
a billion such
and this one
IRVING W EISS
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Focus with great care
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They brought me ambrotypes
O f the old pioneers to enlarge.
And sometimes one sat for me—
Some one who was in being
When giant hands from the womb of the world
Tore the republic.
What was it in their eyes?—
For I could never fathom
That mystical pathos of drooped eyelids,
And the serene sorrow of their eyes.
It was like a pool of water,
Amid oak trees at the edge of a forest,
Where the leaves fall,
As you hear the crow of a cock
From a far-off farm house, seen near the hills
Where the third generation lives, and the strong men
And the strong women are gone and forgotten.
And these grand-children and great grand-children
O f the pioneers!
Truly did my camera record their faces, too,
With so much of the old strength gone,
And the old faith gone,
And the old mastery of life gone,
And the old courage gone,
Which labors and loves and suffers and sings
Under the sun!
EDGAR LEE M ASTERS
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black wool with a collar of lace,
Nils his worn suit. They had driven
to town in the wagon and climbed
to the studio only to make
this stern statement, now veined
like a leaf, that though they looked
just alike they were separate people,
with separate wishes already
gone stale, a good two feet of space
between them, thirty years to go.
TED KOOSER

A PHO TOGRAPH

This old couple, Nils and Lydia,
were married for seventy years.
Here they are sixty years old
and already like brother
and sister—small, lustreless eyes,
large ears, the same serious line
to the mouths. After those years
spent together, sharing
the weather of sex, the sour milk
of lost children, barns burning,
grasshoppers, fevers and silence,
they were beginning to share
their hard looks. How far apart
they sit; not touching at shoulder
or knee, hands clasped in their laps
as if under each pair was a key
to a trunk hidden somewhere,
full of those lessons one keeps
to oneself.
They had probably
risen at daybreak, and dressed
by the stove, Lydia wearing

SN A P SH O T S
all the generations are on the table
corpse piled upon corpse
tender face we knew
spilled out o f a valentine box
and new generations
faces
between ns and them
those we loved
calling for attention
still from the grove
or the stone
or the fender—
the wheel unmoving, the oaken
spokes that carried
them nowhere, the man
and the woman
the hand clenched forever—
the young feeling sorry for
our sorrow
saying how sad to be so old
and it must be terrible to have
to drink so much—
so that we pick up these snapshots

DAVID RAY
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Aaron Siskind

1
After some miserable disaffection
of the only human heart and human hand
we’ll ever have, we move to this pictured glove
or hand (ghostly absence) of Aaron Siskind,
a small spirit by image, able to shape
eloquently in the air—as though
to tell, "a man stands here” —able to meet
a handsome and beloved guest, or turn
so tenderly on a wife’s face and breast.
Thus this glove, flecked with white paint that glints like
the unnatural light of an angel’s scale
brushed off at Jacob’s crippling, desperate fall...
pale froth on the wrist and palm of a proud youth...
or the pearls that whisper through the Doge’s hand.
It is the left glove, the hand of The Magus,
of all who come late or by devious ways
oblique to honor Christ, all who have stopped
to see the sure, more customary king,
having set some ridiculous gift apart—
as frankincense or myrrh, gold for the child, art.
2
The glove’s backed by grained wood
it is in some light held
molded at the lid
as the arm of a Saint in amber and glass
in another cast it rests
laid by with the love of a man
to be caught up again
or it will float out toward us from that rich wood
like the hand of him who draws life
deep into the massive limbs
of Adam gesturing
to name all the gorgeous animals of earth
I know it is this hand
or glove of God that teases us
so that we must change our life.
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The

whole

P'dure
o p s

'b

3

w h e n

hlorved. U

you ‘ Pun
release.

A - -/

steady, hold your breath,
and release the shutter
gently. Your subject won t

Yet in certain lights it is a melancholy hand
sloughed off with the body’s green flesh. It is the stone
glove of Keats, its thumb and first finger fast angled
in that last, inexorable geometry,
unable to tell a quill or fix the rush of wine
that has made the reader mad and left him graced again,
his face caught in a gentle, momentary peace.
Ah Christ where is that grave hand this glove has left behind?
Once it held a brush heavy with the hope of beauty.

run away.

4
It is a hand that has already waved good-bye.
By it we know
we have missed our joy.
The glove is waste,
relic of a little work long since done.
The fingers bend stiff upon the palm
for it lay doubled on them as it dried,
a dead hand of Nietszche’s dying god.
Ghost of the Master’s hand!
Glove of Aaron Siskind! I
feel your canvas touch
flicked with lead spots of paint
upon the cold point of my heart.
This picture is a fist.
I feel it is a thing
Siskind had cut out of my quivering chest—
out of my huge, furred stomach.
It is a fist. It is a face
in the mirror I no longer watch;
and its light flecks have now the glint of tears
I have never wept
out of the tender, bald knuckles of my eyes.
Itinerant photographer Cuzco, Peru

Layle Silbert

JONATHAN LOGAN
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Clarence John Laughlin

SELF-PO R TR A IT OF THE PH O TO G R A PH ER AS JO SH U A : 1940

This shows me in the act of m a k in g a picture — using my hand to control the distribution of light. (Unfortunately, many people who are
otherwise quite sensitive to the implications of words — constantly use the word "take” in connection with photography. "Take” is
completely passive. No true creative photograph is ever "taken” — it is m ad e — by an act of imagination that bridges the abyss between the
naturalistic meaning of the object — and its symbolic and "interior” meaning. It is this act that relates creative photography to poetry.. .)
Here, in any event, 1 become a symbolic equivalent of Joshua. In the Bible, Joshua was the General of the Israelities —who, by uplifting his
hand, stopped the sun in space — thus gaining him time to win the Battle of Jericho. And here, symbolically, I win the battle against the
ordinary — the commonplace — and poetry springs forth — converting reality into a globular world — inhabited by urns and a solidified
angel — whose legs curiously thicken, while my hand becomes mutated (transformed). In conformance, the landscape turns into dream, and
a 2nd sun appears. . . While above, a brooding Muse? — meditates on this constricted and improbable world . . .
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(In R ecogn ition of C L A R E N C E JO H N L A U G H L IN )
H O W M A N Y PO EM S H A V E B E G U N W ITH

Eye is
7

its angle, tangent,
improbable dome, where
behind us
is
? & only is
shadow o f what ain’t,
probe
is prove
the light:
is tree
is woman, incurable
romantic, deformation o f beauty into
(is) self, there,
in mirror, is
something wrong. If I know what light is,
what black, what middle grey
emerge, iron
flower out o f us, I see
the woman in her
triangle, the moon in her
sun in Saint Louis, cast
glances at her
memory.
history
is woman, but never real,
half-exposed
&, half revealed in wood
&. iron & steel
&l everything made from.

worlds
reversed, as black
to white
to black &l back again before
we see it:
what vanity has she
to dart in just as shutter
makes it move
across the film, perhaps the lens,
what certainty
to the eye?
(The migration
o f symbols, from woman
to man, from Adam to Eve
to tree,
to steal the moment
from us, just
what we were going to say
at the wrong time,
the right way, to speak
in terms o f dream.
& dreams are worlds,
Phantom as PHOTOS
& what is dark
in the negative
is what we mean
by light, the pupil white
with vision o f shells &l metals
<$c cemetaries,
where we go
where its been,

A ureliana pulchra
in places never seen,
in trees as nymphs
& dead &l bats
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to see our

his tree grown
down from top & wooden buildings
up & woman in them, the corners
o f our eye, we sneeze &l blink,

the camera is a room
o f geist &l ghost <Sc gist &
pepper in the nose.
(The patience is not
in waiting for the light, but for the shade:
There are no men
in cemetaries
<Sc why we build them,
records o f the eye’s moment
we have to ourselves
<Sc not the eye
itself to cause its own belief,
that black defines
(what,
white?) or is
behind, above, below, beyond
peripheral visions,
sight in, the staircase goes
in & up or out & down,
defines:
at least the spiral, how
spirits move
in gyres & rations &
proportions to the oval
o f eye:
& I see
in woman, triangle, cunniform, & in triangle
woman, is wood &c nitrate
o f silver, in night
becomes.
Formation of the retinal image in the vertebrate eye,
according to Descartes

bruce

M cC l e l l a n d

21:45

28 .III. 74
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EXCELLENT

w as gen u in e. To the c a m 
era
w as a coun terfeit.
N ote the fain t, d ark traces o f

M E M E N T O S, I

Central picture image: Very similar to above
and literally impossible to distinguish at 30 in.
Close-up’s a bit softer.

NOT ACCEPTABLE

ACCEPTABLE

Centeral picture Image: Sharpness re
duced noticeably when compared to above,
but contrast and quality are still high.
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tam p erin g

Central picture image: You can almost
count subject's individual hairs and can
clearly see buckskin coat texture.

GOOD

VERYGOOD

To th e n a k e d ey e

Central picture Image: Sharpness is still
there for acceptable level, but large flare
makes image appear less sharp.

Sorting out letters and piles of my old
Canceled checks, old clippings, and yellow note cards
That meant something once, I happened to find
Your picture. T h a t picture. I stopped there cold,
Like a man raking piles of dead leaves in his yard
Who has turned up a severed hand.
Still, that first second, I was glad: you stand
Just as you stood—shy, delicate, slender,
In that long gown of green lace netting and daisies
That you wore to our first dance. The sight of you stunned
Us all. Well, our needs were different, then,
And our ideals came easy.
Then through the war and those two long years
Overseas, the Japanese dead in their shacks
Among dishes, dolls, and lost shoes; I carried
This glimpse of you, there, to choke down my fear,
Prove it had been, that it might come back.
That was before we got married.
—Before we drained out one another’s force
With lies, self-denial, unspoken regret.
And the sick eyes that blame; before the divorce
And the treachery. Say it: before we met. Still,
I put back your picture. Someday, in due course,
I will find that it’s still there.

Central picture image: Too soft and un
sharp. It’s difficult to find any clear lines in
picture. Contrast reduced.

W. D. SN O D G RA SS

Close-ups
of women

achieve an equilibrium which satisfies the
eye (27. 58, 59, 65, 111, 114, 115).
Birthday pictures (131)
Blow-up-.. A high-ratio enlargement, much
larger than the original negative. See En-

I
I

Breadth..-In a picture, the subordination or
massing of detail, suppressing minor featore# in the interest of the over-all effect.
An impressionistic treatment.
C am era—In principle, a lighttight enclosure
arranged to hold a light-sensitive film or
plate, and equipped with means to admit
light and to form an image on the film
(36, 37, 39). Cameras vary widely in size.
lens and shutter capacity, and mechanical
refinements (40-41),
Camera Axis—The line from the center of
the flint through the center of the lens to
the subject (36. 62).
Cam era Care (38)
Camera consciousness—A subject’s excessive
awareness that, his picture is being made—
evidenced in a stiff, unnatural, or affected
pose (13).
Camera E rrors (10, 11)
Cam era in automobile—Readiness (99) ; clanger of heat (38).
Cam era movement (10)
C am pfires (110, 162)
Candid pictures—Unposed pictures, snapped
without subject's knowledge or consent
(95). Legal restrictions (96).
Candlelight pictures (34, 86)
C hiaroscuro—The distribution of light and
dark tones in a picture; good chiaroscuro
helps the feeling of sculptural relief or
•‘third dimension” (which see).
Children—General technique In picturing
(135-139) : with pets (140) ; “ sequence”
pictures (140-146).
Christm as (127)
Close-up—Picture taken with camera very
rlu-e to subject, as distinguished from a
"medium shot” or "long shot” (6, 50. 178).
Color Film —Film which, upon processing,
produces an image in full color; either a
negative (Kodacolor Film. 53) or a positive
transparency (Kodachroirie Film, 54).
Color harmony—Pleasing selection and juxta-

1
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I
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I
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C O N V E R S A T IO N

I
I

Talk about the death of an imaginary
person.
If somebody is interested, bring out
a black framed photograph of the
deceased and show.
If friends invite you, excuse yourself
by explaining about the death of the
person.
YOKOONO 1963 Summer
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Self Portrait, 1976,

P H O T O /P H O E N IX
a photograph which is a document of
actions performed
a photograph which is the only known
portrait of the writer L ___________
a photograph which is not really a
photograph but a painting made to look
quite real
a photograph which is an illustrated
chart of photo supplies
a photograph which shows the location
of the accident
a photograph of a face that is said to
weep real tears and is being studied by
science and clergy
a photograph which is a reproduction of

Stephen F. Spera

a famous painting and is sold in
woolworths
a photograph which shows the family,
together, before the tragedy
a photograph of the lovers the friends
the assassin the victim the children
the reporters with photographers
printing pictures by the minute pictures
on paper on fabric on metal on plastic
on wood on ceramic on whatever you like
we can now print on an egg yolk we take
pictures on the moon on the street in
your bedroom all pictures are evidence
he said i allow none taken of me no
family portrait no graduation picture
w/hat cape diploma so they did a drawing
an artists rendering projected charcoal
29

like do you know this man a reward is
offered a lifetime supply of 35mm film
and the camera of your choice try a self
portrait first then you can print on cloth
on paper on wood on metal on any surface
what a miracle a tintype calotype ambrotype
cyanotype typset typset these words are
typset a photographic process as is most
everything you read the catalogue you got
your kids bike from the cover of this book
the table of contents all contents in this
celluloid madness positives negatives
pictures and pictures photos of photos
photographs buried in the surfaces of
other photographs pictures within
pictures within pictures like the hall
of mirrors in the palace at Versailles
where is the real you and the reflected
you your picture under glass or imprisoned
in various emulsions silver salts resin
coatings pebble finishes matte semimatte semi-gloss glossy
certain primitive peoples are afraid to
have their pictures taken they believe
it captures the soul we are a nation of
souls in glossy magazines textbooks
periodicals newspapers billboards your
highschool yearbook souls suspended on
the tops of taxis sides of buses along
the hiways on a calendar in a foldout
as a supplement sheet fed gravure there s
your parrot shitting on newsprint souls
in the privacy of his own cage heres a
nation eating drinking masturbating to
photos souls on cigarette packs liquor
bottles the pornshops pulse and vibrate
like the gates of electric heaven and you re
worried about how the snapshots of your
vacation turned out all this information
being traded daily hourly by the minute
by the ton thats right you can buy old
30

news by the ton yesterdays papers with souls
still fresh imbedded in fibrous prisons
grey pulp flesh of presidents ambassadors
starlets assassins visiting dignitaries
departing friends photographers with their
equipment at births deaths murders suicides
disasters weddings funerals ballgames
openings closings at the airport at the
scene of the crime at banquets balls
receptions investigations proclamations
dedications
take those newspapers rub off some of
a picture make your own picture invent
new ones the way photography invents
its own world the way we all invent our
own worlds the way i invent this writing
stringing the right words together at
least the right words for me for you
for an essay a fiction a photograph here
is the closing shot: there are people in
front of our house with cameras lights
film equipment and they are burning large
piles of photographs like autumn leaves
raked into piles only its photos and they
are rubbing the ashes on a board like a
charcoal drawing its a picture of the
piles of photos this is a resurrection
pictures of pictures of pictures and now
they are writing some words and holding
them up and it reads photo/phoenix
STEPHEN F. SPERA
After the Wedding
6

P o sed s h o t s
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

B r i d e & G room a t a l t a r
B r id e a lo n e
B r id e & B r id e s m a id s
B r id a l p a rty
Groom &. G room sm en
B r id e s m a id s a lo n e
B r i d e , G room a n d p a r e n t s
H an d s w ith b o q u e t an d l i c e n s e

I F THERE ARE OTHER SHOTS YOU
D ESIR E DON'T FORGET TO L I S T
THEM ON A SEPARATE SHEET AND
RETURN THEM WITH T H IS L I S T .

n o lig h t, n o p h o to g r a p h s

F ig . 121. With the Photoflash lamp pictures may be made anywhere at any time

I was a photographer. Something said be a photographer. I could have
been a photographer. I had even thought of beauty and truth.
I knew in
my bones that the world was more attractive if not more plausible in two
dimensions. I was a photographer. I w a s a photographer.
I think I was an
alright photographer. I could spell KODAK backwards.
I knew my eyes
were lenses and called my sunglasses neutral density filters.
I kept lens
cleaner in the drawer with my socks. There was tissue in the bathroom.
I was a polite houseguest and gave film as gifts. I washed my prints more
judiciously than my feet.
Aware of the frame, I found I was the frame.
I absorbed the decision making dilemma
and incorporated it into my
senses, my intuition, thus knowing what to eliminate and what to
include.
Decisions were exercises in good taste and life was justified.
To justify the page you move the works around. I discovered the beauty of
1/30th of a second
and lived in terms of them. I thought grey was the
only color and considered black or white as runner ups. I found that the
grey scale was a model for the universe for I was versed in metaphor. For
grey was everything with a little none thrown in.
I mean grey is nothing
with a little everything added.
ANNE TURYN
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A P IC T U R E
OF
M ATH EW BRAD Y

FO R
YOHN DORO
R O SQ U 1,

9 / 5/64

Polishing the plate

At first sight the train on the freshly timbered bridge seems
hardly to matter—
it is the trestle, mainly; it contains men like birds in a winter bush
fidgeting, shading their eyes, talking, waiting, some of them
just staring. It doesn’t matter.
As where some of the boys, skylarking,
have climbed down into the timber underpinnings to sit giggling
while they wait to have their picture taken, the rocks some sixty
feet below.
And above them, lounging atop the cars, some of the riflecradlers joke
soberly with ill-at-ease railroad men in proud bowlers, some of
whom
are holding cigars.
The crook of the engineer’s elbow seems to support
his entire narrow-gauge machine. Behind him the fireman is
staring
off to the right. His left.
It is not important that the war
is some miles to the east. It is of no consequence that the train
carries those being removed from that scene, those to be buried
elsewhere.
Brady could write little more than his own name. He could read.
Those whose faces will blur later on the wet plate will escape,
be spared, mock time and the photographer only in degree.
All those others you see so sharply in that brown light
are images more severely dealt with; more fatally. They are the
bodies
of men standing for such a long time here a few moments meanwhile.
Forget what these hundred-some-odd men are doing. It was
done.
The fact is
2

Coating the plate
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Perhaps each time, the instant
Brady saw it, it stopped being
what Brady saw at all. Maybe

it’s the other way around and
Brady, to feed his insatiable lens,
invented occasions of civil war.

It doesn’t matter. It isn’t even
a question of what survives. In fact
everything does. The point is

starts to shimmer.
The sere emulsion—so long airless
and hardening—in a split instant

when you finally look behind
glass at the plane of Brady’s vision
the (at first sight) mere artisan’s surface

swells with that sad, brown light of Brady’s
and you are absorbed. You get
the idea that it was true.

Can’t you imagine Brady in his darktent smelling crushed pine,
lifting from the tank the rectangle of glass newly quick with
silver,
then hurrying out, stooping, through the tentflap, and straightening
up
to have his sight wiped ghostly clean by so many Confederate
suns;
the photographer now, ready or not, about to construct and
capture
an occasion—one minor instance of American conflict
for which a bridge is built, a train arrested and scores of men
assembled?
The fact is that Brady, having arranged beforehand all the figures
of his composition, his lens pre-focused, his shutter pre-set;
having set the wet plate in place, the photographer was seen to
mop his brow,
his right hand remaining, handkerchief-clenched, to shade his
failing,
necessary eyes.
Three times, then, he called for attention
across those forty yards before he was fully attended, upon
which,
in the silence—aside from the wind, the creaking of the new
timbers
and an occasional cough lost in the intervening space
between himself and everything his camera was about to see—
Mathew B. Brady informed the scene as to the length of the
exposure.

Developing the p la te

DONALD SCHENKER
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Film , 62, 6 3 ; instant-lo ad ing
c artrid g es, 68, 137; la rg e-size , in
view c a m e ra , 71; roll,
introduct.on of, 136, 154; size of,
and focal length of lens, 125,
126. 1 2 9 ; 35m m , 69, 70, 136; for
tw in -len s reflex c am eras, 70, 125;
2 1/4 x 2 V4 inch, 70
Film ad van ce, 62, 63
Filters, lens, use of, 85, 88, 209
F ine-art m ovem ent of photograp hy,
178-180. S e e a l s o ‘'P ic to ria l”
school
Fisheye lens, 126
Fisher, Flore n c e , 17 7
Fitz, H enry, 13 9
Floor level photograp hs, c a m e ra
for, 66
Flow er close-ups: c a m e ra for, 70;
sim ple v ie w fin d e r c a m e ra
unsuitable for, 64
Focal length, 78, 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 ; d efined,
111; and d.stance distortion, 1 1 4 1 1 5, 1 2 1 ; e ffect on depth of field,
1 1 6 -1 1 7 , 118, 120, 1 2 1 ; e ffe c t on
im age s ize, 1 1 0 - 1 1 3 , 1 2 1 ; of long
lens, 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 , 1 2 9 ; m arkings on
lens barrel, 111, 1 2 3 ; of norm al
lens, 1 2 5 ; relatio nship to film
size, 12 5, 126, 1 2 9 ; rela tio n s h ip to
f-stop, 1 2 0 ; and relative im age
size, 1 1 4 - 1 1 5 ; and relative
p ersp ective, 111, 1 1 2 - 1 1 5 , 1 2 1 ; of
short (w id e-a n g le ) lens, 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 ,
1 2 6 ; of zoom lenses, 130
Focal plane, 116; defin ed , 106
F o c a l-p la n e shutter, 74, 75, 136,
137; and distortion of fast-m o ving
o bjects, 1 6 2 - 1 6 3
Focal point, 106, 107, 111; d efined,
106
Focusing, 7 2 -7 3 , 1 0 6 - 1 0 7 ; and
depth of field, 8 0 - 8 3 , 8 6 - 8 7 , 1 1 6 1 2 1 ; in dim light, 64, 65; e ffe c t of
a p erture on, 8 0 - 8 1 , 82, 1 2 0 - 1 2 1 ;
for em phasis on essen tials, 868 7 ; in s in g le -le n s reflex c a m e ra ,
65, 72; soft focus, 85; for s pecial
effect, 8 4 - 8 7 ; in tw in -len s reflex
cam e ra , 66, 72; in view cam e ra ,
67, 72; in v ie w fin d e r c a m e ra , 64,
72, 73
Focusing system s, 62, 63 , 7 2 - 7 3 ;
g round-glass view ing s creen , 72,
80, 135; ran gefinder, 64, 69, 72,
73, 81, 137
F oreground blurrin g, 8 0 ; w ith long
lens, 117, 207
Fre d e ric k , C row n P rince of Prussia,
177
French P h o to g rap h ic S o c ie ty, 182,
197
F rie d lan d e r, Lee, 220, 222;
photograp hs by, 25, 2 2 0 - 2 2 1 ;
quoted, 220
Fruit fly, eye of, photo m ic ro g ra p h s ,
50
F-stops, 78, 79, 1 2 3 ; " fa s t” lenses,
101; as ratio of focal length to
a p e rtu re , 120. S e e a l s o A p e rtu re
Fuzziness: c o rre c te d by
focusing, 7 2 - 7 3 ; due to chro m a tic
ab e rra tio n , 122-123; in te n tio n a l,
for s pecial effect, 84-85. S e e a l s o
B lurring

F o r m o st p ic tu r e s o f
people, a conven
t i o n a l l i g h t i n g is
used --- on e light
n e a r the c a m e r a , a n 
othe r to the side o f
the s u b je c t a n d
p laced som ew h at
ab o v e the level o f
the s u b j e c t ' s he ad .
B u t f o r s p e c ia l p u r 
p oses, othe r a r r a n g e 
ments
of
lig h t in g
c a n be u s e d .

THE PH O TO G R A PH ER
You see him at every party, outfitted like a soldier with
cases and tripods and those subtle lenses he likes to fuss over
like a nanny. The shutter opens and closes so many times it
seems to breathe and everyone readily falls into a pose when he
nods. He likes this. He likes to nod and watch people try vainly
to reveal their good sides, just as he likes to escape early with
the evidence, the event rolled tight and secret in the camera’s
dry interior.
With this evidence in hand he loves the alchemy o f dark
rooms — the liquids, the close darkness everyone must honor on
pain o f exposure. And he loves the mystery as pictures reveal
themselves — the fools’ faces suspended in foolishness forever.
And the marvelous thing: He is guiltless! He was no fool among
fools! The others asked for this, they posed! They loved the
music o f the shutter and their own faces betrayed them into
these grotesque images, their very skin his accomplice. He loves
these moments and generously sends as many prints as anyone
wants.

VERN R U TSA LA
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Negative in which sky area is too dense for the rest of the scene.

SMALL HORSES RIDE
IN A M EASURE OF TIME
Albums of summer when you
were perched on a stubby horse,
how light filled up the emptiness
of the straggling path.
Your eyes, round and dark like two
whole notes, didn’t seem to see
more than was needed for the pose.

Now the horses ride in a measure
of lost time. The camera has stopped
our childhood in its revery. We leave
that frontier for this green film
of leaves in an almost overlavish
summer—snapshots of winter
in a frozen pool—and come to love
despite the dark photographer
trailing our steps out of the frame
into these red kisses. Geraniums
and the lip of the moon
in the shot on the path
where we blur in the dusk, two
faint lines who don’t seem to need
more than is seen in the woods.
CO LETTE INEZ

I SNAPPED IT!
Mrs. Crookshank’s bottom,
sausaged in blue stretch pants,
heaved huge
in the air
as she bent down to examine
the minutest frost flower.
And at the end of the excursion,
when she asked what we thought
had been outstanding

No. 2 paper is not "soft" enough;
No. 0 or No. 1 grade should be used.

On another path at the whim
of the clouds, I slipped a foot
into a stirrup and sat on a small,
gray horse. In the picture, light eats
the darkside of the shrubs, shadows
on my face.

about the day,
nobody
would say.

'VIOLETTE NEW TON
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D on ’t waste film

ON A PHOTO OF SGT. CIARDI
A YEAR LATER
The sgt. stands so fluently in leather,
So poster-holstered and so newsreel-jawed
As death’s costumed and fashionable brother,
My civil memory is overawed.
Behind him see the circuses of doom
Dance a finale chorus on the sun.
He leans on gun sights, doesn’t give a damn
For dice or stripes, and waits to see the fun.
The cameraman whose ornate public eye
Invented that fine bravura look of calm
At murderous clocks hung ticking in the sky
Palmed the deception off without a qualm.
Even the camera, focused and exact
To a two dimensional conclusion,
Uttered its formula of physical fact
Only to lend data to illusion.
The
The
The
The

camera always lies. By a law of perception
obvious surface is always an optical ruse.
leather was living tissue in its own dimension,
holsters held benzedrine tablets, the guns were no use.

The careful slouch and dangling cigarette
Were always superstitious as Amen.
The shadow under the shadow is never caught:
The camera photographs the cameraman.
JOHN CIARDI
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Kenneth Shorr

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY

courtesy Steve Kowit

One night, back home in Brooklyn
after 15 years,
I sat around with Mary (Sc the folks
going thru the books of their old photos:
pictures of my dad in knickers
in his late teens looking rakish
in a t-shirt &c sailor cap,
holding the center pole of a pup tent—
in his early 20s, hitchhiking
to Montreal <Sc drinking from a flask
at the side of a road.
Next to that, a piece of birch bark
that he sent my mother
from that escapade, postmarked Maine,
Sep. 2 7a.m. 1926. My mother
with a tennis racket, ’27,
<Sc smiling from a swimming pool in ’28.
They are sitting on the railing of a ship,
my father in a bowtie (Sc knit sweater,
she beside him, a lovely girl of 16,
their arms &c feet touching.
They’re just kids. They look beautiful,
both of them; the picture’s dated
July 4, 1923.
(Sc there’s my mother with the Guild Players
in Disraeli (Sc there they are
at Camp Allegro
surrounded half a century ago by friends
who have remained beloved to this day.
(Sc then they’re on their honeymoon
skating on a frozen lake
out in the woods of Pennsylvania
in the faded sepia gold of old snapshots—
a series of them
skating on the ice, holding hands,
my father with a pipe by a pine tree,
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courtesy Steve Kow

my mother leaning on the pillar of the house
where they were honeymooning,
hands sunk in her pockets,
her face gleaming. In the last
of that series Mickey, my father,
has his arms around her;
they stand on the frozen lake,
the woods behind them,
in their black skates &c leather jackets.
He holds her to him,
they are radiantly happy,
they have just been married. It is December, 1928.
The ancient, black paper edges
of the photo album
as I turn the pages, crumble
like confetti
&. fall like tears.
Beyond the joy &l tenderness &c passion
of these early snapshots,
that are dated in the upper comers,
but which time has partially erased,
&c against the Zeitgeist: all fashion,
the grief o f history
<Sc the drift o f the age,

STEVE KOWIT

I honor them for the steady burning of their devotion.
May all of us be blessed by love
as faithful &. unswerving.
They have been married 50 years.

E L E G IA C ST A N Z A O N A P H O T O G R A P H
OF ETH EL R O SEN BER G
IN H ER K IT C H E N
It sits on top my desk, but it is faced
So that the sun will not cause it to fade:
The photographs we save are like the taste
O f honey on a sharpened razor blade.
JOHN A. WOOD
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what
frank starr
does

TODD MOORE

is stop at
K Mart
go inside the
snapshot booth
where he gets
3 fast photos
of himself
clowning w/a
bottle of
strychnine he
bought for his
wife he’ll
mix it w/her
powdered creamer
stir it in her
coffee slowly
(Sc when she
drinks it watch
for traces of
it on her teeth
in the last
frame he’s
kissing the
label where
the skull <Sl
crossbones
intersect
dreams of
cutting off his
wife’s black
hair &c taping
it to all the
doors in the
house driving
home he feels
the strychnine
in an inside
pocket it is so
white it burns
his heart

|»irl o r o s in
llii‘ living room

CLOSE-UP OF MY H USBAND
That he takes nude pictures of me;
That he takes these pictures all the time
So that I am
Rounded, I am long,
I am funny or blonde.
That he develops these pictures
So that I am
Textured or dark,
Sidelighted, half-gone,
But always nude.
That he blows these pictures up
Like black and white balloons and
Props them on the dresser, the mirror,
Trails them across the hope chest, spreads them
Over the bed and smiles and asks:
Which one do you like best?
KATHLEEN ST1LWELL
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Gerard Malanga

Friends had taken several snaps of her,
one very clear.
AN O LD W O M A N
L O O K S A T H ER P IC T U R E

MILLEN BRAND
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She began to laugh at it. "I like it.
It makes me laugh.”
Then in a different tone: "Look at the wrinkles.”
Then: "It’s me, ja?”
Once in a house in Oley
she had pressed that same face, smooth then,
to a man’s cheek—from that to his lips,
and so a sultry flame
spread in the scaffold of her skin.
And left
this photograph.

Ugo Mulas

Verification I. [The Sensitive Surface ] Homage to Niepce.
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VERIFICATION I. (T H E S E N S IT IV E SU R FA C E ) H O M A G E TO N IE P C E
(This verification reflects my efforts) to inform myself about the motives behind the invention
of photography. Obviously there came a moment in time when some scientists felt the need to
realize a dream that others had dreamed in earlier centuries — the dream of fixing once and for
all the fleeting pictures in the camera obscura, obtaining absolutely truthful images of nature
without the intervention of the human hand. As far as I could determine from documents and
historical writings it was the dream of these scientists to make light itself the author of the
images. At any rate, this is what they said in several very precise statements worth quoting. For
example, Fox Talbot speaks of photographs made by the sun, and of natural objects which
delineate themselves without the artist’s pencil.
There was the remarkable episode when Talbot traveled in Italy in 1833 and tried to
reproduce views of Lake Como through the camera lucida, a simplification of the camera
obscura. Having no success he decided to explore a completely new avenue which must have
been a really grandiose dream for any man at that time. More precisely, it occurred to him to
obtain a surface sensitive enough to register the smallest landscape detail reflected inside the
camera obscura. And Talbot succeeded, that is the beautiful thing. Here was a scientist who
had no confidence in his own hands and thus was bound to distrust the hands of others as well.
He was convinced that truth could no longer elude man if this new process was used.
His invention triggered an infinite number of technical developments, even though progress
was slow in the first 10 years, the heroic years as one might call them, when the scientists and
photographers made their own instruments and sensitive surfaces. Soon, however,
photography became a commercial fact; it was taken in hand by industrial manufacturers and
greatly simplified for the use of the masses. It was at this point that Talbot’s utopian concept
changed into its exact opposite. (Photography failed to give man the certainty of truthfully
representing himself and the world, as Niepce and Talbot dreamed. Instead, it wound up
favoring a social elite, the painters, who unloaded the servile and most frustrating part of their
profession on the photographers.) As a result, photography began to rely increasingly on
rather dubious practices. For example, a little retouching sufficed to transform a public
personality, a king or an actor, from an old mummy into a hero. This retouching business is a
good example of the fact that photography allows us to simulate something which is not there.
Obviously this is possible because people are unaware that one can resort to tricks in
photography.
There are many ways of tampering with reality. Being linked to the growth of industry, and
the photo-industry in particular, this fact assumes rather scary dimensions, the full extent of
which we have begun to understand only recently. About 10 years ago, in a reference to
photojournalism, Robert Frank remarked that the world reeks more and more of
photography. With these things weighing on my mind I began to feel insecure in using the
camera, that is, I no longer knew how much I was in control myself and how much I was
controlled by others.
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In reaction to this situation I decided to take a fresh roll of film, develop it without having
exposed it, and dedicate this apparent negation to Niepce, the inventor of photography. In a
way this empty film was like that minute of silence by which fallen soldiers are honored, for
example, when a referee calls for a minute of silence in a stadium, or when a funeral procession
approaches. I look at Niepce and the other inventors as the fallen heroes of photography
because their dreams have not come true, at least for the most part. In fact, this invention has
failed to relieve the (inexact or tendentious) human hand from its "creative” role because, as
we said before, photography quickly became a very ambiguous process (leaving much room
for tricks and personal interpretation).
My unexposed film roll was meant to define and verify Niepce’s contribution to
photography, and this is the reason why I gave the name "Verification” to this unborn object,
this photograph, or non-photograph, if you will. The point is — those 36 frames which are
constantly used in photography have not been used here. (Left empty they represent 36 lost
occasions, or rather 36 rejected occasions, at a time when the air is polluted by photography, to
quote Robert Frank once more.) The 36 frames are still present, but they have been
completely destroyed in the process of development, which has removed all silver salts. No
image was fixed since no light touched the surface. Only the little piece of film which usually
hangs out of the cartridge was exposed to light. This little piece of film is always thrown away,
isn’t it? The way I see it, however, it is a very significant object because it is a condensed version
of Niepce’s invention, i.e., the modification of a sensitive surface by the action of light (itself,
without any human interference). A certain irony is involved in the fact that the little piece one
throws away has become the only part of the film to be saved. It has been saved because it
causes us to revert to Niepce’s original idea and thus to totally reconsider our own work —even
though we are well aware that the utopian declarations of these scientists cannot be taken
altogether literally.
UGO MULAS
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TH E PERSPECTIVE A N D LIM ITS OF SN A PSH O TS

mas. anniversary, etc.) produced by photo
graphic methods, usually contact printing,
and usually incorporating a personal snap
shot (219).
P hotography—The recording of images by
the action of Iight (33).
Photom ural—A large photographic print,
usually planned as the main feature of a
room wall, ami usually permanently
mounted on the wall (209-211).
Photon—A quantum of light radiation (36).
Planning pictures (106, 107, 123. 126).
Portrait—A photograph of a person, an in
dividual likeness (16>.
Positive—A picture or photographic print in
which tone values of the subject appear in
normal relationship (while objects appear
white, shadows are dark, etc.) : all prints
from negatives (which see) are positives.
Positive lens—A convex lens which will form
art image of an object on a flat surface.
Print—A picture, usually on paper, and usu
ally produced from a negative on Film or
paper (but sometimes from a positive on
film or paper). See Contact Print, Enlarge

ment.

Projector-.A device for showing lantern
slides and transparencies on a screen (56,
57).
R ang e—Distance front camera to subject.
Range finder (45).
Record picture—One primarily intended to
show sharp, clear, legible detail (30).
Reflector—Any device used to reflect light
onto a subject (55, 59, 62, 70).
Reflex camera (46. 47)
Safeliglsl lamp—An enclosed lamp, fitted
with a filter to screen out rays to which film
or paper is sensitive (190). See also Fog.
Salon —A photographic exhibition, usually
sponsored by a camera club (219-220). pre
senting outstanding prints or transparen
cies.
Seasonal pictures (83. 84)
Series-..Several pictures which tell a con
nected story (8, 9, 142. 143). A sequence
is a short series with no change of location
(140.141).
Shutter—A mechanical device, part of any
complete camera, which covers the lens
opening except during exposure (37, 4-1).
Silhouettes (187)
Silver—Precious metal, essential ingredient
of photographic film and paper (33, 37).
Slide--.A photographic transparency mounted
for projection. See Projector, Kodasiide,
Sn apsh ot—A picture taken with a brief or
so-called "instantaneous" exposure (as dis
tinguished from a time exposure, which
see). Also applied to pictures taken casu
ally or with brief preparation, not meticu
lously planned for artistic effect or to con
vey an idea.
So ft— Low or moderate in contrast. Soft light-

Aubrey Bodine’s crosswater shot of Menchville,
Virginia: a little dream composing a little water,
specifically, the Deep Creek flank of the Warwick.
Two-man oyster scows lie shoulder to shoulder,
as if you walk them, one land to another,
no narrow channel hidden in the glossy middle
like a blurred stroke, current grinning at hulls.
It is an entirely eloquent peace, with lolling
ropes and liquid glitter, this vision of traffic
and no oystermen in sight. Clearly, Bodine is not
Matthew Brady catching the trenchant gropes frozen
at Fredericksburg with a small black box. So well
has he excluded the neat Mennonite church, yachts,
country club pool, the spare smell of dignity seeps.
Perhaps it is because of the zoom on the teeth
of the oyster tongs; perhaps it is after all Sunday.
Above the last boat, the flat-faced store squats
at the end of the dirt road as if musing over
accounts receivable. No doubt it has weathered
years of blood spilling. A spotted hound lifts
his nose above what must be yesterday’s trash fish,
his white coat luminous against deep foliage. What
Bodine fails to see is the dog turning to lope
uphill under that screen of poplars, behind fat
azaleas that hide the county farm and the drunks
pressed against wire screens, sniffing the James.
One oysterman thumped his noisy wife (the window
was accidental) because she had a knife and mourned
their boy twenty years drowned. If he knew Bodine
stood at the marsh tip where his boy dove, if he
were but told a camera yawned to suck in the years
of his worst sailing shame, he would turn away. He
would whistle up boys in the dust that is dignity
and if he could he would spit in his hand and tell
his nameless black cellmate there are many men
for whom the world is neither oyster nor pearl.

DAVE SMITH
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Su bje ct — The essential material in a picture.
Sunset,*, exposure f o r (.63)

A wave suddenly still, a bird stopped
in the air—my camera brought these home
to show the kids the stillness everywhere.
But land in front of the wave, and beyond that bird
a cliff, began to dance on the earthquake screen,
and the lesson learned was restlessness.
Here is a picture of all, waving goody
that year—but you can’t see the rush I saw
when I looked through the lens, the world
going everywhere.
W ILLIAM STAFFORD
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Cloudy Dull

No Sun
Dark Sky

I f a p e r s o n in the p ic ture is lo o k in g
at s o m e t h in g , y ou r eye will he d ra w n
there too. Y o u c a n test this effect with
every p ic ture on these two p a g e s .

E ISE N H O W E R ’S V ISIT T O F R A N C O , 1959
".

.............

. . w e d ie o f c o ld ,

a n d n o t o f d a r k n e s s .”

..............

— Unamuno

The American hero must triumph over
The forces o f darkness,
He has flown through the very light o f heaven
And come down in the slow dusk
O f Spain.
Franco stands in a shining circle o f police.
His arms open in welcome.
He promises all dark things
Will be hunted down.
State police yawn in the prisons.
Antonio Machado follows the moon
Down a road o f white dust,
To a cave o f silent children
Under the Pyrenees.
Wine darkens in stone jars in villages.
Wine sleeps in the mouths o f old men, it is a dark red
color.
Smiles glitter in Madrid.
Eisenhower has touched hands with Franco, embracing
In a glare o f photographers.
Clean new bombers from America muffle their engines
And glide down now.

JAM ES WRIGHT

In very large interiors such as
banquet halls, ballrooms and
churches
or
for pictures taken outdoors at
night, or on very dull days
(sun completely covered)
Outdoors when sun is in back
of the subject
or
Outdoors on sem i-dull days
or
on bright days for illu m in at
ing shadows caused by sun

Carlo Pittore
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THE

LA TEN T

IM A G E

THE CAMERA OF THE DAY!
All the adjustments, swings, rising-front, dropfront, drop-back, side-shift and r e v e r s ib le b a c k .
P H O T O G R A P H Y E X E R C IS E S
Exercise #1:
Many blackbirds on a clothesline.
Wait till two of them fly away,
Leaving a gap in the dress parade.
Focus on that gap and one bird
To the left and catch the mesquite
Tree and make it touch the horizon.

Mugging is a natural product of growth . . .

KLASSISCH
narcissus you died
that we might live
forever on the liquid
surface of a mirror
we might invent
electric lights
photographs
tape recorders
autobiography
we might do re mi
make movies videotape
the instant replay
and carry our flat wooden
number ones
to the river
and surf them
over lethe
ROBYN BELL
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Exercise #2:
Woman with baby in laundramat.
She reads a paperback book,
Leaving baby’s head snug on shoulder.
Wait till baby cries and focus
On back of her head and the little
Ball of fist clutching her hair.
Exercise #3:
Many rocks on a red desert.
Something alien moves one,
Leaving the sand it sat on naked.
Wait for falling star in the black
Heaven above and focus on
The mechanical arm retreating.
Bonus Exercise (10 Extra Points):
Two politicians on a platform.
Both speak the truth and both speak lies,
Leaving people searching, sifting.
Wait till a woman eats blackbirds
In the desert and focus on
A man’s fist raised against the heavens.
DAVID C. YATES

Ben Shahn. Library of Congress Collection.
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The first picture (these were in black and white)
was of Pop’s back, seated at a banquet table
with others, men and woman or two, spies, diplomats,
and ministers, with wavy black hair, a little
bald spot at the back of his head, legs crossed,
hands folded on the knee, full of old energy
and confidence, despite the poor lens, scratched
or given away to glazing, or perhaps the photograph
itself, the original, was decrepit, relic of
somebody’s salad—Full of youth, and passion,
the revolution’s muscular idealism, for those
were the heydays, days of the Internationale,
and the picture’s purpose was to show what an enemy
Pop was, how dangerous, how complete his deception.
On an opposing page there might have been a close
enlargement of a gun, Pop’s black weapon. No.
Nor was Josef Stalin guest of honor. These
were strictly family pictures, Life’s irony, etc.
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In fact, on a following page, was a photo of Pop
taking a bath, in China, with Chou En Lai, and Mao.
The snapshots of cronies and motion were succeeded
at last by a Christmas tree two pages wide, a
bewildering soup of color, crisscrossed, encircled
by the glittering ropes my mother always thought
essential, balls, tinsel. The thing steamed
with blues and green, streaks of silver. Here
was the close-up, the room in blur receding,
the magazine spanned. Then began a study
entitled "Growth,” in full color, a series featuring
the wall with the mantel over the false white
fireplace, lines indicated by routed molding
and enclosing a small, almond-shaped grate,
the vent from the heater. First we saw the walls
unpainted, mantel molding marred by smear of blue,
raw plaster, cracks and old patches, and then
plastic flowers, plastic philodendron, awkward,
homely reproductions I recall ("Sinbad the
Sailor,” jousting o’er seas electric blue) I chose,
year after year, a gradual accumulation of the warm,
the natural, a crisis of wild embroidering, roses,
poinsettia, yellow walls, the room become a logos
or amulet, and then return to the simple, a real vine
twirled out of the gas grate, the wall was clean
and painted, the mantel bare. I closed the magazine
and tried to grasp the consequences. How did
they get those pictures, that set of colored ones,
my mother’s dining room? In an old diary my wife
once kept one entry mentioned discovering a man
in the middle room who walked into a wall and
disappeared. I could remember men sitting in cars,
stopping us on the street with happy certainty, brash
questions. Let the phone calls come. Let the acquaintances
wag their fingers, congratulate themselves for luck
and sterile prudence. Let America say ho hum,
evil is beneath every domestic appearance and sympathy.
The richness of love and life in these crude particles,
faces, efforts, kindnesses, hopes, stretches from me
like a galaxy. I hold my breath, hold open my eyes. The sky
is spacious, mountains purple, death instant, blithe.

Stephen Spera

JOEL COLTEN

you are not in a mood to be photographed
your body is numb below the waist
but thats not what bothers you
at night you are full of fear
your head feels larger than a house

.................................... A H ! BLISS! .....................................................

Just close your eyes and imagine what the world would be like without
photography! No pictures in the papers, no movies, no illustrated mag
azines— no pictures of your last birthday party, your scout overnight.
the family vacation..-no yearbooks, no wedding pictures, no travel
scenes, no slides or filmstrips in school-.. science would mark time with
no photography to aid astronomers, biologists, doctors, researchers.—
Y-Rays— missile projects, outer space and atomic research, defense
activities would be halted— advertising would be drab and dull—.indus
try would limp— TV screens would go blank more than half the time—
simply because photography is an integral and essential part of the
world in which we live.
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A ( l a m i n g , r e d - a n d - g o l d s u n s e t , p i c t u r e d w i t h oi l h o f i l m

NADAR
A PORTRAIT BY NADAR JEUNE
(FOR ROSALIND KR A U SS)

You will be obscured by a cloud of postures
and a roster of great names,
but here, in your high thirties, you can hardly
be more distinct, distinguished
by hair, hope, and the heroic resolution
to present life with an image
unretouched—had it not been the fallacy
of centuries to co rrect?
Edited, glossed, conflated, expurgated—
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what was left to believe in?
A l l m en a r e m a d w h en they a re a lo n e , a lm o st
a ll w om en:

that was your text

and your testimony, the acknowledgment
of a balloonist whose pride
it was to announce that countless things have been
seen and remain to be seen,
and for whom humility was equivalent
to seeing things as they are,
1.

M ix s o lu t io n s . . .

opacity being a great discoverer.
Why else is it your portraits
loom likelier for us now than all preening
identifications since?
Because you made your Act between consenting
adults a Sacred Game
wherein the dead god is recognized, the change
being from darkness to light
and revelation—the god reborn. You were
| . I T i r o l l film . . .

our demiurge: from a world
where chaos and cosmos are superimposed,
from a world where anything
can happen but nothing happens twice, you spoke
your f i a t lux or f i a t
n o x to bring forth the creation of nature
against nature within nature.
Now you have sixty years in which to retrieve
the visionary from the visual,

T * U p v «‘I oh . . .

then fade into the once and future classics,
leaving us to enlarge on
what cannot be divided, individuals.

RICHARD HOW ARD
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Ba b iis or B o sses
1 9 5 7 holds extra
profits for you . . .

NEGATIVES
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Executive Portraits A brandnew promotion designed to
get the profitable company
business for you. Not included
in Plan 2.

Hello, black skull. How privily you shine
In all my negatives, white pupils mine
Stock-staring forward under the white shock
O f straw, the surrogate for a forelock
To tug and be made free of Schattenland,
Where dusty Freiherren and Freifrauen stand
About apart in independent pools
O f absolute aphosis by the rules
That govern all reversals. Au contraire,
My awesome, glossy X-rays lay me bare
In whited spades: my skull glows like a moon
Hewn, like a button, out of vivid bone;
The tubular members of my rib cage gleam
Like tortile billets of aluminum;
My hand shines, frozen, like a white batwing
Caught in a strobe. The ordinary thing—
The photo-studio-cabinet-portrait shot,
The positive, quite empty of the notSo-prepossessing characteristics of
Its subject, featly lighted from above
To maximize the massif of the brow
And minimize the blunt thrust of the prow
Above the smiling teeth clamped on a pipe
In smoking, stiff, still smugness, overripe
To fall—is the extraordinary thing.
When I am dead, my coroners will bring
Not my true bills, those rigorous negatives,
Nor those transparently pure flourographs,
But this dishonest botch in evidence.
Ecco! they’ll say, keeping the wolf far hence.

T H E S IT T IN G
"On November 8, 1875 , W .C . Roentgen took a picture o f his wife’s hand. His mysterious rays
became widely known by the mysterious letter X, but some o f their significant properties became
known only later. Meanwhile, enterprising photographers established 'Roentgen studios’, and did a
lively business in x-ray sittings.”

The line forms early each Sunday. Pregnant women bring their just-formed
infants. Lovers are x-rayed in an embrace, creating a confusion of bone. One old
man, wearing all black, says that he’s come for a portrait of his hands, folded in
death. A well-dressed family waits stiffly in line. The mother adjusts her
daughter’s ample ears, as if they were taffy or branches of a bonsai tree. Men ogle
the x-ray portrait labeled with the name of a well-known courtesan. "No two are
alike.” says the x-ray photographer. His thin, aesthetic hands hold up framed xrays:"The men of the Academy. A dog who swallowed a key. A man milking his
prize cow. The Queen Mother.” Feathery shadows: even the fat lady is finely
chiseled by the benevolent rays. As evening comes, the studio empties. The x-ray
machine, nostalgic as a general on an empty battlefield, hums on into the night.
MAXINE CHERNOFF

T H E T W E N T IE T H C E N T U R Y

We took snapshots as we went.
The click of the shutter tended to wake us
from sleep. Children
wore their smiles quite differently
from the ancient custom on this meadow
while the mothers, unsuspecting and abstracted,
occupied themselves with a distant truth.
It was hot. Strawberries ripened by the wayside.
All at once summer was not named after our longing. . .
The absent sea dozed off into a deep-blue sky-like sleep.
But since there was in fact no sky
we asked each and every signpost the way,
only to learn
where the lake ends in a blue silence. . .
I could also tell you of the woods. . . they too
exposed their credible faces to our lenses. . .
ANTONIN BARTUSEK
We took snapshots as we went, you see.
The truth came out in negative.
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T W O P H O T O G R A P H S O N O P P O S IT E
S ID E S O F A M A G A Z I N E P A G E

Einstein in Berlin, 1 December 19 3 2 . This chance photograph has
a particular interest. It was taken by Charles Holdt, a passer-by
who recognized Einstein on the street from his pictures. Holdt tells
that it was a time exposure because “the sun had already sunk
behind the Opera House and the light was very poor.” A year or so
later, thanking Holdt for sending a copy, Einstein wrote, “The photo
was made a few days before I left Berlin forever.”
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Einstein stares at me from
my window, scares my wife and
daughter at night when they
switch on the light. Day
sends Marilyn through his face.
She flirts from a jump’s
summit, posed in cement joy.
Einstein’s eyes settle in
fatigue, cupped by darkness.
One eye, as big as her breasts,
watches through her belly;
the other looks across the
small of her back. He can’t
see Marilyn; she’s behind him,
a thickness of paper separating
them enough to prevent bleeding.
His gray skin parts to let her
bright hair, face, and arms
enter the air. Her black
sequin dress cuts diagonally
from above his left eye to his
right jaw. The cheeks of her
buttocks touch and fit the
cheeks of his face. A pen clip
is visible on his sweatshirt
collar; raised veins are visible
on her arms, fists clenching
caprice. His white hair and
her blonde both serve chaos,
blend. Wrinkles on his
forehead are ropes tied about
her upper torso. Skirt fringe
flings wild to continue his
wild mustache. Her knees
rest in his chin. At night
people of the sidewalk see
them haunting each other.
Marilyn’s mouth is open wide
enough to utter Einstein’s
century, to swallow his shock.
BROWN M ILLER

The epoch of a streetcar drawn by horses;
The organ-grinder and his monkey.
Women with parasols. Little kids in rowboats
Photographed against a cardboard backdrop depicting
an idyllic sunset
At the fairgrounds where they all went to see _ _
The two-headed calf, the bearded
Fat lady who dances the dance of the seven veils.

BABY PICTURES
OF FAMOUS DICTATORS

And the great famine raging through India. . .
Fortune-telling white rats pulling a card out of a shoebox,
While Edison worries over the lightbulb,
And the first model of the sewing machine
Is delivered in a pushcart
To a modest white-fenced home in the suburbs.
Where there are always a couple of infants
Posing for the camera in their sailor’s suits
Out there in the backyard overgrown with shrubs.
Loveable little mugs smiling faintly toward
The new century. Innocent, why not?
All of them like ragdolls of the period
With those chubby porcelain heads
That shut their long eyelashes as you lay them down.
In a kind of perpetual summer twilight
One can even make out the shadow of the tripod and
the black hood
That must have been quivering in the breeze.
One assumes that they all stayed up late sitting
under the stars
And were carried to bed by their mothers and big sisters
While the dogs remained behind:
Pedigreed bitches pregnant with bloodhounds.

CHARLES SIMIC
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W a lk e r E v an s. L ib ra ry o f C o n g re ss C o lle c tio n .

L E T US NOW PRAISE

FAMOUS MEN,
H ALE C O U N T Y , A LA BA M A ,
SU M M ER 1936

These were your kind of people:
tight-lipped, they stared back
as hard as you could take it.
They held themselves together.
But there was nothing they could do
about all that poverty and you
had to record that too:
the tattered clothes, the bare
walls of their homes, the collapsing
corner of a barn, a child’s grave
newly dug in unrelieved dirt,
two lonely boots.
Jack Delano writes
that in your work we "can see
something which might seem sordid,
but see beauty in it and see it
composed in a beautiful way. . .”
But these pictures precede beauty.
You were driven by terror to fix
their world in a classic frame,
try to redeem it from poverty.
There was so much imperfection
it is as if you would have taken
a series of bad pictures, if that
would have changed anything.
FRANK CADY

the woodstock generation comes to an end
with the discovery of the polaroid as an
art form existence is no longer timeless
society is rebuilt upon the sixty second
imperative
the basic polaroid art is likened to
primitive video the aesthetic of interference
is in force in the classical sense the art
is not so much a process as a disruption
of process
there is a brutality
JOEL COLTEN (Sc PETER BUSHYEAGER

Nine good album pic
tures from one simple
situation! Note return
to original viewpoint
here, with camera high
and to the right.

i see him moving
with the speed of brightness
just there
there
beyond the edge
like an absent cousin
from the party photo

D I L L I N G E R ’S C A M E R A
■i

running to get away
from the final pose
until all the cameras
of the world clicked

at the world’s fair:
taking snapshots
of camels and policemen
posing with his girl
smiling in the lakeside sun

got
still at last
held by cigars
in vests and straw hats
his dyed hair sneering
his moustache smiling

the black box sheltered
with a half-curved palm
against his vest
his head bent peering
the finger hesitates
hovers
got it

everything breathes again
the spool is wound the
black in red number
reveals itself ready
to go on
poised
receptive
to record whatever he
wished to make final
camels

policemen

aims down on a world
no longer fair
wild
running

girlfriends
got it

caught
fixed
stopped
as he never was

instant

the camera leaps from
his opened fingers
dancing into the sun

final

he is beyond
all cameras now
waiting like a man
in a drug store
for his prints
waiting now
who at last
posed so easily
never dreaming why
EUGENE McNAMARA

1/100

him

T IM E L A P S E W IT H T U L IP S

That kiss meant to sear my heart forever—
it went right by.
And the way we walked out on Sundays
to the bakery like a very old couple, arm
on arm, that’s gone too
though the street had a house with a harp
in the window.
Those tulips again.
They think if they keep being given away
by the black-haired man at our wedding
I will finally take them in time
for the photograph. But they are wrong.
This time I will hand them back or leave them
sitting in the mason jar
on the grass beside you.

Place it in the bedroom
behind the smudge on the ceiling
conceal it in the doorknob
to the bathroom

See how the guests lean after me, their mouths
slightly open. Only now it’s plain
they were never sure, that the picture
holding us all preserves
a symmetry of doubt with us
at the center, the pledge
of tulips red against my dress.

paste these features
in a scrapbook one evening

Whatever the picture says, it is wrong,
I take my image back, the white
petals that were standing a while at your side,
petals falling a while
at your side. Here instead,
the trick of flesh held again to your cheek.
Inside, the rare bone of my hand and that harp
seen through a window suddenly so tempting

In time of war install
cameras everywhere there are feet

you must rush into that closed room, you must
tear your fingers across it.

he will know it is code
and go bankrupt developing it

TESS GALLAGHER
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THE CAM ERA

you will never put on or take
off your clothes the same way again
*

let there be celluloid trailing from
telephone pole to telephone pole
let it fall into the
hands of the enemy

D O U G LA S BLAZEK

John Jacob

Moqui dance, 2(14
Mounts, 282
N kgative m aking, C»0

New vs. old, 205
Notes and formulae, 226
Ob it u a r y , 134
Optical progress, 100
Orthochromatic plates, 128
Out-door photography, 53
<)zotyj>e, 91

P. A. of A., 266
Paintings, copying, 124
Palette vs. camera, 261
Paste, 258
Petzval vs. anastiginat, 146
Photographer’s window display, 15
Photography out-doors, 53
Photo-micrography, stand for, 193
Pictorial aspect of portraiture, 36
Pictures, how to enjoy, 154
Plaiu paper printing, 101
Plain vs. pictorial portraiture, 21
Plano lens, 109
Plates, keeping quality of, 157
Platinotype printing, 91
Platinum toning, 99
Polished surfaces, 117
Posing, 31
Powders, flash-light, 45
Printing methods, 89
Proof, sending, 218, 277
Pyro, 65
Pyro-acetone, 67
Pyro-ammonia, 241
Pyrox, 69
Q uestion o f copyright, ll

Reception-room, 22
Reducing negatives, 77
Reflections, avoiding, 117
Retouching, a substitute for, 128
Retouching, practical, 129
Riisch’s pyro formula, 66
S alting plain paper, 105

Shade for lens, 139
Shutters, repairing, 174
Silhouettes, 212
Smokeless flash-light, 45
Spoiled plates, 213
Stand for photo-micrography, 193
Stereo hand-camera, 227
Stereo lenses, 226
Stereoscopy, 245, 253
Studio light, 41
Sulphite, ft word for, 239
Sulphite in Velox printing, 97
Sunny pictures, 251
Symmetrical anastigmats, 109
T heory of development, 135
T o lid o l, 67

Toning Aristo-platino, 99
Transferring prints, 119
Treatment of the subject, 27
U ranium toning, 106

Use of lenses, 111)

V elox , 96
Vignettes, 247
Volgtlandcr portrait lens, 109
Water filtering, 252

Winter work, 58
Wood, prints on, 118
XL paste, 258
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TH E M A K ER OF PO STC A R D S
N e w E n g la n d , ig o o

I. "TH E MILL POND, HEAD-OF-TIDE”

That yearling bull, standing hock-deep
In pastoral water has had
His pizzle brushed out.
A minute later
He humped the Jersey browsing a pool upstream;
She’s out of focus here, but really
Wide open as a barn door.
Shall I say
I make my living by selling our life the views
It can afford;
or rather
That the scene’s motives are sometimes false
But always correctly modeled?
the way
In the Great Masters, we see
The bull pack off—yet never enjoy—Europa.
II. "SECTIO N GANG, GREAT W ISCASSET
& QUEBEC RA ILW A Y”

My camera burns into your gaze
Worse than the sun.
I pose you beside the handcar
Like hunters with a strange trophy:
Shyly proud, never dreaming your task
Might as well be the last moose trapped
In Lincoln County, you spend
Your lives where the narrow gauge runs out
An hour’s crawl upriver: below
High tide. Tracking down only
The damage of yourselves.
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What remains, resting lightly
On maul crowbar or mallet, are
Your hands—overexposed
No matter how deftly I retouch
The negative.
And your eyes: hard,
Blazing back at mine and piercing
This flimsy hood and my brittle
N o w , boys, h o ld it

till I
Am blinded by what I have seen.
DAVID W ALKER

THE PHOTOGRAPHER
aH sHIT!

TO TA L B L A N K , W H IT E : Usually result of
massive overexposure to light; could be badly
damaged or ancient developer pod. Maybe
camera was set for time exposure (B) when you
wanted a snapshot (I). Camera back may have
been open. Remedy: Check shutter setting; follow
exposure guide or meter recommendations.

A PHOTOGRAPHER
IN THE AMERICAN WEST

He wanted to capture the changes in the light —
the sheer walls darkening and the pool
of water at the base of Vernal Falls
becoming only image.
He wanted to capture the bear in the shadows
upsidedown on the lens of his bulky camera.
Hunched under the velvet hood, precise
as the concert pianist he might have been
focusing in on the deliberate scale of grays
he formed from morning light,

All across the plain
he shoots the same image

he shakes hands with the bear whose aging portrait
he carries away in a slim black box.

sod hut sod hut
the same
sod hut

Stopped down to f-64, the camera imagines
details he never knew were there: the shaggy bark

every picture the same
settlers
posing before the same
sod hut

of the plush sequoias molts like someone’s skin;
the sky that is always blue turns slate.
He is muttering to himself in the darkroom,
while he burns in clouds like embellished notes

the mother’s apron
reproduces
as a white square
in every print,
hiding the bodies
of cotton-haired
children

severely simple on a score of early music.
A physicist in his lab, he develops a new hypothesis

once twice
a third time
he squeezes the bulb
the images are spaced a day apart
all across the plain

In the uncertain hour before sunset, Ansel
steps out of the articulate darkroom

of light, letting the shimmering masses of half
sunshine, half shade emerge; advancing, changing.
Light turns, music turns, the wind
disrupts the exposed surface of Mirror Lake.

into the radiant light.
KATHLEEN LIGNELL

JUSTIN CALDWELL
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D istortions: distance, 1 1 4 - 1 1 5 , 121,
1 2 6 - 1 2 9 ; of fast-m o ving objects,
caused by fo c a l-p la n e shutter,
1 6 2 - 1 6 3 ; p e rsp ective, 1 1 4 - 1 1 5 ,
1 2 6 - 1 2 7 ; relative im age size, 11 4115, 127, 205
D odgson, C h arles. S e e C arro ll,
Lewis
D om inis, John: photograp hs by,
1 2 8 -1 2 9 , 2 0 9 ; quoted , 206
D rop shutter, 136
D uckw orth, M rs. H erb e rt, 17 6
D um as, A le xa n d re , 174
D urieu, Eugene, 197; photograp hs
by, 1 9 6 - 1 9 7
E akins, Thom as, 196; photograp h
b y , 195
E arth, space photograp h of, 58
Eastm an, G eorge, 136, 137, 15 4;
quoted , 154
E dgerton, H arold E., 48;
photograp h by, 4 8
E isenstaedt, A lfred , 13, 29, 202, 204205; photograp hs by, 29, 2 0 4 ;
quoted , 204, 205
E lectro n ic flash, 48
E lectron m icro scop e, 50
Elisofon, Eliot, 13, 202, 203; quoted,
202, 2 0 4 ,2 0 5
E m bryon ic d evelopm ent,
photograp hs of, 14, 52
E m erson, P eter H enry, 180-181;
photograph by, 1 8 0 - 1 8 1 ; quoted,
180, 181
E ngland, W illia m , 136

CAMERA SHAKE:

Notice that everything in this picture is somewhat blurry. If everything but the
girl was sharp, then the blurring would be due to subject movement. Very slight camera shake can
produce results which are easily mistaken for incorrect focus or distance setting. Quite confusing.

—►

7

IM A G E S I L O S T
C O N T A C T W IT H

for penelope singer
SUBJECT

—► d l A
►

23

a faint shadow of light goes by without stopping
as if the face inside shone through
eyes in which the sleeper lies and is glad
hands clasped with a certainty
and rising into the light and full of curved energy

and there is an emptiness like knots
that leave dark places inside the body
I look down the mountainside
shadows unfolding

A

CAMERA

GERARD M ALANGA

suddenly 1 feel the wind part through the holes in your hair
and leaving a faint glow around the mouth and eyes
memory is cut off
then the landscape goes blind
because of something that cannot be forgotten

I have taken to documenting lapses
studying what has been omitted
as if it would reveal
where the photographer stood; how the sun
looked through the prism of his lashes
and whether he had touched the model, gently
turning her chin so the leaf’s shadow
broke over her—
More and more I refuse to wait
till everything presses its light into the emulsion.
I could close my eyes till I saw it all,
if I were as still as you
if I were as coldly interested in what could be seen
rather than what was seen.

Edge picture image: Slightly softer than
central image, but sharpness still good. Note
fine details in coat pattern.

Edge picture image: Resolving power is
similarto "acceptable” central image, but pic
ture quality is higher.

Here are your proofs:
I run forever with a kite. You lay
squinting through blades of grass, legs, a spider
spinning its precise radius to measure
the extreme focus.
Three women are turning to wave at you over my shoulder.

Edge picture image: Close-up sharpness
suffers, but when viewed at proper distance,
contrast improves apparent crispness.

Love enlarges the pupils.
I approach you, into shadow,
catch your hand as your eyes fade away
looking past me at the sharp day.
I am lost like a bittern in the slashed background.
KALA LADENHEIM

Edge picture image: Image appears soft
here. Details equal to above, but low contrast
deteriorates sharpness and picture quality.

CAMP-FIRE SCENES
Wrap the powder contained in one of the cartridges in some tissue paper, set
the camera as before, and with the group properly arranged around the fire,
throw this paper containing the powder into fire. To prevent the light reflect
ing back into the lens, place one of the figures between the flash and the
camera.

Edge picture image: Extremely unsharp.
You can't even see the necklace. Poor quality
caused by many lens faults.
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UNDERPRIVILEGED STONE
COLLECTOR
ON A
PHOTOGRAPHY 'TRIP

NELLIE HILL

Having found what I was looking for
I put it into my pocket
and continued walking.
I hadn’t time to make decisions.
I was on a great path
walking under great trees.
A brook appeared from the shadows.
I saw white deer
and heard birds
I recognized as being extinct.
This can’t be, I said,
being a natural realist
and a good student,
I continued seriously, wondering
if my brain were undergoing
a chemical change.
I decided to trust all appearances.
I took many pictures, intending
to start a lecture series
on the business of reality.
At home I found it was all true:
even the stone
had disappeared from my pocket
and my camera was empty.

A PARABLE
A potter and a photographer were opening and unstacking the potter’s kiln after a firing of
newly glazed pieces. On some of the pieces, the intended reds were green, the yellows brown.
On others, there were runs where the glaze was not resisted; thus wild and free lines were
predominantly alive on some of the plates. The photographer found these pieces and those
where the glaze had cracked especially exciting. The potter was disappointed with them both.
He called them "seconds” , later selling some at markedly reduced prices, others giving away,
and most destroying. The photographer found the potter’s behavior bizarre, because to him
these were the most appealing and alive. The next day the potter visited the photographer to
look at new photographs. Some were blurred where they were supposed to have been sharp,
and others were printed in tones which were not "photographic” . These the potter especially
liked, and the photographer saw as failures.
ROBERT LEVERANT
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A1 Lieberman

T H E IM A G E

952. ALFRED STIEGLITZ.
B i r d s o n a T e l e p h o n e W ire. Silver print.

1922. M ounted on folded paper, dated
and inscribed by Stieglitz low er right
“T h ey heard the c lic k — all flew away
but they cam e b ack— O utside the
w in d o w — B ird s — T h e y sen d th e ir
greetings to their sister— Bird! 1922.”
4 -9 /1 6 “ x 3 Vi". M atted.
Estimate: $3000-4000

A photo I enter into competition scores 1 on a scale
of 1 to 9: "A damn horrible thing!” scolds the judge.
The inverted sparrow on the screen is vulnerable as
an old woman, somebody’s unwanted grandmother: stifflegged, committed to a wheelchair among wheelchairs
in a dark corridor where the light is never quite
right and the depth of field is narrow as a vein. The
judge declares the image to be "overexposed,” one
might think obscene. The light thrown upon the dimin
utive altar strikes like a falling blade.
CHARLES FISHMAN
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Steven Donoso

HOLDING THE CAMERA.

Oneof th<

most constant sources oi trouble for the
photographer is an unsteadT^amer^vTTere
accurate aim is al 1-import a nthtn^hunter
spends hours learning how to hold his gun
and pull the trigger for smooth action. For
the photographer, a steady camera is just as
,mp o r t a n T ^ o ^ n m e s r i e n s in the world
cannot render a sharp image if theie is tne
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THE PHOTOGRAPH IN THE HALLWAY
You’ve seen it perhaps in the wrong setting,
a photograph of lovers in a haze
of abandon, everything in the room
background to their special dance.
Lacking nothing else,
what they seem to need is oxygen
though this is the emergency
all of us try to arrive at,
equally breathless and contorted.
We’ve named it
"Mutual Generosity” , two people
stopped in the gorgeous
equipoise outside of time.
We’re not deceived by such bliss;
the lovers have long ago returned
to the difficulties of loving.
Theirs is a moving picture now
subject to cool, inexorable laws.
But to say so is a pettiness.
Let us celebrate the photograph in the hallway
as it is, which is as it might be
for you, after some straight line
in your life collapsed
under the beautiful weight of chance.
Let us stop and imagine it,
our fingers palpitating
as if their tips were missing—
such homelessness and longing in them,
such a desire to be properly lost.

USUAL: Th is is what most snapshooters try for,
but actually it's awkward for mother to stand so
she and child face camera. Result is usually static.
Bounce flash, 200 speed film used here.

Your Camera
How to Use F ilm s.......................................
Composing the Picture..............................
Light Makes the Picture............................
Photographing People O utdoors.............
Landscapes, Seascapes, and “ Snowscapes'
Indoor Photographs of People.................
Action P i c t u r e s ..............................................
Pets, Farm Animals, and the Z o o .............
Moonlight and Night Pictures.................
Exteriors and Interiors of Buildings. . . .
Nature P h o t o g r a p h y ...................................
T ab le to p Pictures .....................................
Making Greeting C a r d s ..............................
Negatives and Prints.................................

STEPHEN DUNN

Trouble-Shooting”

.................................

George Bennington

DREAM IMAGE
The first photograph of a dream was taken on August 13, 1975. The
setting was a makeshift laboratory in the basement of a suburban home
in Parsippany, New Jersey. The subject was Eugene Schneiderman, 35year-old social worker and poet. The photograph was taken with a
35mm Nikon at f2 and a shutter speed of 1/500. The film was Kodak
Tri-X, ASA 400 pushed to 600.
The photograph was taken by Thomas A. Kennedy, an electronics
engineer and amateur photographer and a friend of Mr. Schneiderman’s.
The photographic apparatus, assembled in Mr. Kennedy’s spare time,
consisted of three basic components: the camera, a small
microcomputer, and a large headset connected to the microcomputer.
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The headset, which looked like a pair of giant earmuffs, had two large
padded cups the size of catcher mitts which covered both sides of the
head.
The photographic process worked this way: Dream images were
picked up by the large pads and translated into electrical impulses by the
microcomputer. The computer changed the impulses by laser beam into
three-dimensional images. The images, or holograms, were then
projected before the 35mm camera which permanently recorded them
on film.
The theoretics behind the process, however, were not as simple.
Mental analogues are programmed into the computer and stored there.
The dreamer’s attitude toward corresponding mental constructs passing
through his field of consciousness is picked up. When the dreamer’s
mental images and the computer images match, the computer image is
made photographable through conversion to a hologram. Contrary to
appearances, the key to the process rests not so much with the imagery as
it does with the ability to identify specific brain functions with emotions
and feelings. The exact technical nature of the process is being kept
under wraps since a patent is pending.
The photo culminated several years of experimentation by Mr.
Kennedy. Members of the Parsippany Camera Club and Mr. Kennedy’s
fellow engineers at Amberson Engineering at one time or another had
occasion to view the work in progress. According to various accounts
which have been pieced together, the pictures became increasingly clear
as the work proceeded. The first pictures were abstract, much like the
formless patterns on a television set which has not been properly tuned
in. Gradually, over successive photographic sessions, the exact nerve
centers in the brain were zeroed in and synchronized until a clear picture
was obtained. The process was like tuning in a television show by turning
the antenna until the picture comes in sharply and clearly.
As for the picture of the dream, it was quite unremarkable by itself.
Taken at 8:30 p.m. as Mr. Schneiderman slumbered beneath the weight
of a chicken and dumpling dinner that had earlier graced the Kennedy
dinner table and three postprandial brandies, the black and white photo
showed Mr. Schneiderman dressed in a cowboy outfit walking across the
empty parking lot of the Parsippany shopping mall. The quality of the
photograph in many respects was similar to the quality of the first
televised photos of the Moon and Mars, slightly blurred and grainy,
having about them an overall feeling of emptiness, a portal opening upon
a remote and alien landscape.
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Once Mr. Kennedy’s claim had been made legitimate by various
scientific authorities and skeptics convinced that it was not a bit of
darkroom magic, the photo was delivered to the local Parsippany
newspaper and subsequently transmitted across the world by the wire
services. Shortly thereafter, an article appeared in T im e magazine. It was
accompanied by the dream photo and a photo of Mr. Kennedy leaning
over the top of the microcomputer withMr. Schneiderman, wearing the
headset, in the foreground.
The photographic feat accomplished by Mr. Kennedy has caused
considerable stirring in the academic and scientific communities. Some
have claimed that the ability to photograph such images establishes
without doubt the presence of a soul within man. The photo, they
contend, provides visible and concrete evidence of man’s inner life. It is
not too far-fetched, they say, to suppose one day we may be able to
photograph God as he appears in man’s mind.
Others see it as offering the solution to the mind-body dichotomy,
contending that it provides a direct, visible and convincing link between
human values and the physical structure of the human body. Certainly,
they say, it lays to rest once and for all the classic dispute between
subjectivism and behavioralism that has so long split the field of
psychology.
Still others view the process as opening new doors of communication
with non-humans. Someday, they say, this process may enable man to
behold his first view of the interior of an animal’s mind and even perhaps
play an important future role in communicating with extraterrestrial
beings. It has also been speculated that the process may make it possible
to photograph occult spirits from the other world who are said to
possess the bodies of the living from time to time.
Since the initial release of the photograph, all have called upon Mr.
Kennedy to interpret the implications of his discovery. Requests for
articles and lectures have been numerous. However, it has been Mr.
Kennedy’s contention that his concern was not philosophic. He has
steadfastly maintained that his intent was artistic and that the
photograph is a work of art. In his only published interview on the
subject, in the T im e magazine article, Mr. Kennedy expressed the belief
that it is the ambition of art to raise consciousness to new levels, and that
the art of photography is nothing more than the realization of artistic
ideas through technological application. As a result, he said he would
prefer that the photograph be judged on its artistic merits rather than on
philosophic or scientific grounds.
JACK SHOLL
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B R I G H T , when the sun is
sh ini ng un ob scu red .

C L O U D Y B R I G H T , when
there are light clouds.

H A Z Y , when soft shadows
are cast.

D U L L , when the sky is
o v erc as t and no shadows
are visible.

long pelvic bones
my cradle
before birth,
rib cage
sheltering
her heart.
Doctor says: "Notice extreme curvature of spine.”
I know that curve—
bent from washing
other people’s floors,
hours
spent at sewing machine
turning hems
into food.
"Notice how her bladder sags—
right to pelvic floor—”

International

Star trekkers?
This single frame of 16mm film
shows the path of an unidentified fly
ing object in just one twentieth of a
second. It is an alien craft? Two of
America’s top UFO experts have ruled
out just about any other possibility.

Cystocele,

he calls it

from
bearing too many children
weight of fetus,
thrust
of birth.
Doctor writes his notes, dispenses pills.
His charts don’t show
mother wife widow,

D EEPER TH A N BO N E
Doctor’s Office: on a screen
X-rays of my mother
the first time
I see her
inside out:

through X-ray glow
he sees inside
yet
not inside enough:
only the
bones
show.
HELEN B. HARARY

the way the eye
ascends
one hand
over the moon
out of fingertips
writhe the islands
under
ground
streams
glaciers
visibly melting a plethora/
bodies
in motion split by the
will of the watcher
waiting the moment
to black them
in daylight
Burns. The
dross of the world
burns.
Hands open beneath
you
your poverty inescapable

.......P H O T O S FR O M B L O N D E A U ................. :
BARBARA BLONDEAU, PHOTOGRAPHER
............................ 1938-1974......................................
the door opens
cracks the street o f
alchemy no
map
when you speak o f it
the word pierces their
mouths
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:

wings in your ears you’re
falling
to the place of return
that which is hidden
visible things emptied
pure in the light turned to
glass
she was pitiless. It is
simple to say she was animated
by her art made curious by
vision

passion that drove
her the

MOTHER

dross burns off

AND DAUGHTER

they race forward
in glass, shift, flaunt themselves
in your face flip their shoulders
multiply and are gone

PHOTOS

he had two in his house two
of her photos the rest elsewhere
what she saw you did not see what she made
you did not make you can say you knew her
you did not
Willed shuttered the strobe
lights she
was animated you might say forced
forward by her art not the muse the duende not
the dust the earth not the earth the
mother
forced
forward
by her hands

the sky

opens

wanting to return, turn
back, swimming to flay
distance, eyes
unseeing to lie
quiet on the black green frame
of her life till
one of us splits open
she waited she
knew she would
die this
is the miracle
ALEXANDRA GRILIKHES

*

my mother and my sister
near an old black fifties
Chevy my sister in a
nest between my mother’s
arms you can just see
certain parts of my mother
like a branch in a back
drop I’m in several with
her standing in back her
arms around me her prize
melon a book just she
could write I remember
the rabbi said enjoy
your wedding after that
it will be your husband
and your child I’ve
noticed this in several
other photos of mothers
with their girls the
daughter held up close in
front like someone with
a desperate sign words
pointing west or saying
Hartford the daughter
almost blots the mother
out it’s as if there
was some huge dark hole
only a camera would pick
up where something that
had got away had been
LYN LIFSHIN
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courtesy Rochelle Ratner

P IC T U R E S W ITH D IA N E

Look at me, Mom.
I’m the one on the bike
too short to pedal
the one who smiles
with her mouth open,
not holding anything back.
I’m not like my cousin,
haven’t learned yet
to tilt my head
and smile winningly.
It’s funny how, now,
I seem the leader.
I wasn’t, not with Diane,
not with anyone.
And I looked up to her
all through school,
ever since you told me
I don’t know how many times:

above the toilet a nude chick spreadeagled
once she earned some bread
posing for the poster
now her image diverts men pissing

the photograph smiles from its roan pubes
"men want to take it home
women walk sidelong past it”
LEE SHARKEY
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w ill you d o t h is ?

The close-up is an in tim a te , dram atic view

i’m in the room with 3
and want to ask her
did you intend this

D i a n e d o e s th is, w h en

Well, at last I can see
what Diane does.
If only I’d seen in time
if I’d just remembered these
when you swore again and again
it was me, not her you loved,
I might have believed you.
ROCHELLE RATNER

Group of women photographers in a Minneapolis park from the collection of the Minnesota Historical Society.

T a b le -T o p pictures (182)
T e c h n iq u e — Correct manner of doing some

thing. Basic picture-taking technique (5) ;
darkroom (190) ; color (55) ; child pictures
(135); flowers (175); sports (16 7 ); after
dark (153).
T e x tu re — The surface characteristic that dis
tinguishes one material from another (fur
from wood or metal, etc.).
T h e a te r pictures (165)
T h ird d imension—The feeling of depth, dis
tance, or sculptural quality in a picture
(31).
T im e exposure— An exposure made by setting
the shutter on “ T ,” and pressing the release
once to open, once to close (32). Set on
“ B.” the shutter remains open as long as
the release is depressed. On “ I” or marked
fractions of a second, the shutter closes
automatically after opening.
T o n e — Degree of lightness or darkness in any
given area of a print; also called “ tone
value” or “ value.” Also applied to the
color of an image; brown or brown-black
is “ warm tone” ; bluish or cool black is
“ cool tone.”
T r ip o d —A folding three-legged camera sup
port (51).
U n d e r e x p o su r e (10)
V ac a tio n pictures (123)
Zoo pictures (90, 92)

T H E P H O T O G R A P H E R IN H E R O W N H O U S E
She believes, there are decisions to make.
She gestures to a window, where the wall
grows dense.
O ut the window straw stalks are cropping up
she didn’t plant.
She is setting up the tripod.
She will recognize them
from the pictures:
Gratuitous, and something
to sleep on.
daw n

M cG u i r e
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PORTRAIT SUGGESTIONS
To make subject appear tall put head nearer top of plate.
To make short place head further from top of plate.
Face being narrow light from below and put camera low, pointing upward.
Face broad light from above and put camera high, pointing slightly down
ward.
Blue eyes— throw a faint pinkish light into eyes.
Use long focus lens to get roundness and atmosphere.
Backgrounds should be unobtrusive and diffused—they are not the portrait.
No matter how soft and diffused you choose to make the features remember
that the eyes must be clean cut and clear to appear lifelike.
Light your subject evenly, flat, to begin, then build up your high light with
flood and spot lights and finally place the proper screens to make the whole
hold together.
Old people are best shown in a low key.
Children call for a high key—plenty of light and no massed shadows.
The catch-light in the eyes should be carefully considered and should show
in both eyes in such a away that strabismus is not suggested.
Watch for a moment when the subject relaxes the mouth muscles, then take.
The hardening of the comers of the mouth has caused many a re-take.
Re-touching calls for great care, much taste and immeasurable judgment.
If the subject favors a marble smooth face give a rather full exposure and light
soft. If the subject wants the lines God put upon each face as a mark of
favor—or the reverse—light accordingly and give a shorter exposure.
A Portrait Artist should be a student of character.
The crudest amateur can snap a shutter. The professional should be able
to make a “ Likeness.”
A “ Likeness” is not a record of eyes, nose, mouth, features, but an everlast
ing picture of the face and the soul that animates it.
Do not accent infirmities or blemishes, yet do not so palpably disguise them
as to more than ever attract attention to them.
Converse with the subject but, as you value your reputation, do not indulge
in patter.
T o photographers being equal in skill, education, refinement, culture, will
mark one above the other, and his work will be by that much the better.
The negative should be clean. The re-toucher cannot perform miracles.

Thomas Eakins

PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM A BOOK

I
A poem again, of several parts, each having to do
With a photograph. The first, by Eakins, is of his
student,
Samuel C. Murray, about twenty-five years old,
Naked, a life study, in the cold light and hungry
Shadow of Eakins’s studio in Philadelphia.
The picture was taken in Eighteen Ninety-Two.
The young man’s face is unsmiling, shy, or appears to be
so
Because of the shadow. One knows from other
Images in the book that Murray’s unshadowed gaze
Can look out clear, untroubled, without mystery or
guile.
His body is easy in its selfhood, in its self and strength;
The virtue of its perfection is only of its moment
In the light and shadow. In the stillness of the photograph
I cannot see the light and shadow moving
As light and shadow move in the moving of a river.
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II
He stands against what looks like the other side
O f a free-standing bookcase, with a black cloth
Draped over it, and a shelf as the top of it,
And on the shelf, sad, some bits and pieces
O f old 'fine’ culture and bric-a-brac:
An urn; a child’s head; a carved animal
O f some sort, a dog or a wolf, it’s hard to tell;
A bust of a goddess staring out at nothing;
Something floral in wood or plaster. "The Arcadians
Are said to have inhabited the earth
Before the birth of Jupiter; their tribe
Was older than the moon. Not as yet enhanced
By discipline or manners, their life
Resembled that of beasts; they were an uncouth
People who were still ignorant of art.”

III

A
Action pictures ................................................. 5 7 ,9 0
Adaptor, flashbulbs ................................................. 8
Adults, pictures o f...............................................65-72

B
Backgrounds ......................................................52, 57
controlling shadows on................................40-43
tone of ...................................................................L
Bulb exposure ................................................... ..

c
Camera angle ................................ 3 3 ,7 0 ,7 1 ,7 3 - 7 4
Camera parties ........................................................... "5
Cameras, care o f....................................................... 1()
table of popular....................
'
"Cheesecake” pictures
................................. ” 9-70
Children, pictures o f....................................... 54-61
Christmas cards ..................................................
Christmas pictures ............................................77-80
Closeup attachment .......................................... 14-15
Closeups ................................................................ 45-48
flow erT ...: .
'
46 ,9 1 -9 2
P «s .........................................................................."2
portraits ....................... .......................................2 ”
Closeup shot ....................................................... ■ ■ •■ ■ 77
Color pictures ...... ...........................................4 9-5 3
Composition ......................................................... 53-39
camera angle ......................... .............................3 3
creating depth .............................................. - - - 3 7
framing ................................................................... 5/
giving scale ............................................................36
placing head .........................................
.....M
Cropping ..................................................... 55, 3o, 05

D

There is a strange, solemn, silent, graceless
Gaiety in their dancing, the dancing of the young
Ladies of Philadelphia in the anxious
Saffron light of Eakins’s photograph;
There in the nineteenth century, dressed in their
"Grecian”
Long white dresses, so many years ago,
They are dancing or standing still before the camera,
Selfhood altered to an alien poetry,
The flowers in their hair already fading;
Persephone, Dry ope, Lotis, or maybe only
Some general Philadelphia notion of Grecian
Nymph or maiden, posing, there by the river.
"If those who suffer are to be believed,
I swear by the gods my fate is undeserved.”
The light in Eakins’s photograph is ancient.
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Diffusion .......................................................25-26, 82
Distortion ...................................................68, 69, 72

E
Enlargements, black and white, custom-made..38
black and white, jumbo.................................... 5
color, custom-made
......................................53
color, jumbo .................................................49, 52
Exposure ..................................19-26, 62, 78-79, 82
bulb ...................................................................78-79
color film ..................
23, 52
controls ....................................................25-26, 82
factors of ..........
20
guide ..................
22-23
personal guide ...................................................... 24
time ............... -.......-......................................... 78-79
Extension flash ......
84-87

F
Fill-in flash ................
......... .......................27, 76
Films, black and white........................................... 10
color ..................................................................... 49
Filters ...................................................................94-95
Flash attachment
............................................... 7-8
Flashbulbs, clear
....
11-12
blue ........................................................................50
dyeing blue ..............................
51
Flash off camera................................................. 84-87
Flash, when not touse...................................93-95
Flower pictures ................................................. 91-92

G
Graduation pictures ..........................................73-75

IV

Greeting cards .................................................. 79-80
Group pictures ........... ........................................... 71

H
Hands, posing .......................................................... 68
Hobbies, pictures of................................................. 91
Hotspot ......................................... .......................... 31

1
Indoors and outdoors in same picture.............. 31
Infants, pictures of............................................ 54-61

K
Kodacolor .......................................................... 49-53
Kids, pictures of..............................
54-61

L
Landscapes ............................................................... 94
Lightings, flash off camera............................ 84-87
supplementary background ........................ 40-43
Lights, photographing ............................77-79, 95
Long shot .................................................................. 74

M
Masking, black and white negatives.................39
color negatives .....................
52
Medium shot .......................
74
Movement, camera ................................................. 13
Mugging, control of................
56

Plate 134. By Eakins. "A cowboy in the West.
An unidentified man at the Badger Company Ranch.”
His hat, his gun, his gloves, his chair, his place
In the sun. He sits with his feet in a dried-up pool
O f sunlight. His face is the face of a hero
Who has read nothing at all about heroes.
He is without splendor; utterly without
The amazement of self which glorifies Achilles
The sunlike, the killer. He is without mercy
As he is without the imagination that he is
Without mercy. There is nothing to the East of him
Except the camera, which is almost entirely without
Understanding of what it sees in him,
His hat, his gun, his gloves, his homely and
Heartbreaking canteen, empty on the ground.

N
Night pictures outdoors................ .................22, 95

o
Outdoors and indoors in same picture............31

P
Parallax ........................................
47-48
Parties, pictures at..........................
81-83
Pets, pictures of.....................
62-64
Photoflood lamps ....................................................42
Pin-up pictures ....................................................69-70
Portraits .............................................. 30, 34, 40-44,
46, 54-6 1,6 5 -6 9 , 84-87
Posing .......................................... ........ 55, 56, 65-69
Prints, black and white, custom-made.............. 38
black and white, jumbo.................................... 5
color, custom-made ............................................ 53
color, jumbo ............................... .................49, 52

s
Seascapes ..............................................
94
Sequence pictures ...............................................58-61
Shade, pictures in........................... .................. 28, 95
Shading lens ..............................................................29
Shadows, illuminating outdoors.................... 27-28
controlling indoors .................
40-43
Sharp pictures, distance for...... ............................ 13
Shields, safety .......................................
16
Synchro-sunlight ................................ .............27, 76

T
Time exposure .........................................................78

V
Viewfinders ......................................

6

w
Wedding pictures ...............................................73-75
Without flash, pictures.....................................93-95

V
The Anasazi drink from underground rivers.
The petroglyph cries out in the silence of the rock
The tourist looks at. The past is beautiful;
How few the implements, and how carefully made
The dwelling place, against the wind and heat.
Looking at a photograph, as at a petroglyph,
How little there is to go on. "The darkest objects
Reflect almost no light, or none at all,
Causing no changes in the salts in the emulsion.”
In the brilliant light and heart-stifling heat,
The scratchings on the surface of the rock,
Utterings, scriptions, bafflings of the spirit,
The bewildered eye reads nonsense in the dazzle;
In the black depth of the rock the river says nothing,
Reflectionless, swift, intent, purposeless, flowing.
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VI

THE “AVERAGE" READING:

When one side
of your subject is brightly lighted and the other
is dark, as here, try an "average" reading. First
get the EV number for correct exposure of the
bright side (maybe EV 14), then for the dark
side (perhaps EV 12). Set the camera's exposure
control at the midpoint (EV 13).

A picture of Eakins and a couple of other people,
One of them Murray, bathing in a river,
The Cohansey, near Fairton, New Jersey; Eakins an old
man,
Murray no longer young; the other man,
Elderly, smiling, "probably Charlie Boyers.”
They are patiently waiting for the picture to be taken.
It is a summer evening. The photograph
Is overexposed, so the light and the water are almost
Impossible to distinguish one from the other,
In their mutual weakness; an oar less rowboat waits
In the water, just clear of the rivergrass and weeds;
The opposite bank of the river is hard to see
In the washy blankness of the light; the sallow
Flat South Jersey landscape, treeless almost,
Almost featureless, vaguely stretches beyond.
DAVID FERRY

M ARS PO ST C A RD S

This is th e sixth p h o to g r a p h o f a
series on w h ic h b io fo rm s w e r e first
c a p tu r e d in A u g u s t 1 9 5 7 . T h e re a p 
p e a r to b e tw o c re a tu re s h e re , b o th
p la s m a tic a n d p h o to g r a p h e d a g a in s t
th e lo c a l te r r a in . T h e a u th o r h o ld s
th a t o n e m ust r e a lly stretch th e
im a g in a tio n to m a k e s p a c e s h ip s o u t
o f th e s e . T h e e ffe c t, he says, is m o re
lik e lo o k in g th ro u g h a n a q u a r iu m
w a ll.

JOHN ROTHFORK
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Satellites whizzing around like cannon balls
bounced them down to the planet surface
Mathew Brady’s photo-post cards of Mars
blood covered battlefields of dead rocks
rubble on the outskirts of Atlanta
the canals destroyed
the Martians all dead
A few of the cards were mixed in time
Ansel Adams’ long shots of a horizon
rocks in a Yosemite scree field
just laying there with a raw power at dawn
a ghost town of silent falling bricks
the Mars sky like a delicate pink lizard
offering more promise than Death Valley

Werner Kohn

Itinerant Photographer, Kabul, Afghanistan
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P IL G R IM A G E T O L A C O C K A B B E Y
In 1835 at Lacock Abbey, Wiltshire England, W .H . Fox Talbot made the
first photographic negative. On March 24, 1976, Jack Wright and I joum ied
by train from London to Bath, by bus from Bath to Chippenham and from
there by taxi to the Abbey. W e wished to see the "A riel W indow ” , subject o f Fox
T albot’s earliest surviving camera obscura negative. W hat a disappointment
to learn the abbey was closed to the public until April 1st. The intention o f
pin holing the historic window with my own cardboard lensless camera
seemed doomed. Never daunted, I rested the box high on a convenient hedge
and made an exposure. Later, on the grounds it was possible to pinhole
another o f Fox T albot’s subjects — a Column topped with a sphinx. Back in
the states, the developed negatives produced these prints.

............................................. WILLIE ANNE W R IG H T ...............................................
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H IA W A T H A ’S P H O T O G R A P H IN G

(In an age of imitation, I can claim no special merit for this slight attempt at doing what
is known to be so easy. Any fairly practised writer, with the slightest ear for rhythm,
could com pose, for hours together, in the easy running metre of T h e Son g o f H ia w a th a .
Having, then, distinctly stated that I challenge no attention in the following little poem
to its merely verbal jingle, I must beg the candid reader to confine his criticism to its
treatment of the subject.)

From his shoulder Hiawatha
Took the camera of rosewood,
Made of sliding, folding rosewood;
Neatly put it all together.
In its case it lay compactly,
Folded into nearly nothing;
But he opened out the hinges,
Pushed and pulled the joints and hinges,
Till it looked all squares and oblongs,
Like a complicated figure
In the Second Book of Euclid.
This he perched upon a tripod—
Crouched beneath its dusky cover—
Stretched his hand, enforcing silence—
Said, "Be motionless, I beg you!”
Mystic, awful was the process.
All the family in order
Sat before him for their pictures:
Each in turn as he was taken,
Volunteered his own suggestions,
His ingenious suggestions.
First the Governor, the Father:
He suggested velvet curtains
Looped about a massy pillar;
And the corner of a table,
Of a rosewood dining-table.
He would hold a scroll of something,
Hold it firmly in his left-hand;
He would keep his right-hand buried
(Like Napoleon) in his waistcoat;
He would contemplate the distance

With a look of pensive meaning,
As of ducks that die in tempests.
Grand, heroic was the notion:
Yet the picture failed entirely:
Failed, because he moved a little,
Moved, because he couldn’t help it.
Next, his better half took courage;
S h e would have her picture taken.
She came dressed beyond description,
Dressed in jewels and in satin
Far too gorgeous for an empress.
Gracefully she sat down sideways,
With a simper scarcely human,
Holding in her hand a bouquet
Rather larger than a cabbage.
All the while that she was sitting,
Still the lady chattered, chattered,
Like a monkey in the forest.
"Am I sitting still?” she asked him.
"Is my face enough in profile?
Shall 1 hold the bouquet higher?
Will it come into the picture?”
And the picture failed completely.
Next the Son, the Stunning-Cantab
He suggested curves of beauty,
Curves pervading all his figure,
Which the eye might follow onward,
Till they centred in the breast-pin,
Centred in the golden breast-pin.
He had learnt it all from Ruskin
(Author of "The Stones of Venice” ,

"Seven Lamps of Architecture” ,
"Modern Painters” , and some others);
And perhaps he had not fully
Understood his author’s meaning;
But, whatever was the reason,
All was fruitless, as the picture
Ended in an utter failure.
Next to him the eldest daughter:
She suggested very little,
Only asked if he would take her
With her look of "passive beauty” .
Her idea of passive beauty
Was a squinting of the left-eye,
Was a drooping of the right-eye,
Was a smile that went up sideways
To the corner of the nostrils.
Hiawatha, when she asked him,
Took no notice of the question,
Looked as if he hadn’t heard it;
But, when pointedly appealed to,
Smiled in his peculiar manner,
Coughed and said it "didn’t matter” ,
Bit his lip and changed the subject.
Nor in this was he mistaken,
As the picture failed completely.
So in turn the other sisters.
Last, the youngest son was taken:
Very rough and thick his hair was,
Very round and red his face was,
Very dusty was his jacket,
Very fidgety his manner.
And his overbearing sisters
Called him names he disapproved of:
Called him Johnny, "Daddy’s Darling” ,
Called him Jacky, "Scrubby School-boy” , :
And, so awful was the picture,
In comparison the others
Seemed, to one’s bewildered fancy,
To have partially succeeded.
Finally my Hiawatha
Tumbled all the tribe together,
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("Grouped”is not the right expression),
And, as happy chance would have it
Did at last obtain a picture
Where the faces all succeeded:
Each came out a perfect likeness.
Then they joined and all abused it,
Unrestrainedly abused it,
As the worst and ugliest picture
They could possibly have dreamed of.
"Giving one such strange expressions—
Sullen, stupid, pert expressions.
Really anyone would take us
(Anyone that did not know us)
For the most unpleasant people!”
(Hiawatha seemed to think so,
Seemed to think it not unlikely.)
All together rang their voices,
Angry, loud, discordant voices,
As of dogs that howl in concert,
As of cats that wail in chorus.
But my Hiawatha’s patience,
His politeness and his patience,
Unaccountably had vanished,
And he left that happy party.
Neither did he leave them slowly,
With the calm deliberation,
The intense deliberation
Of a photographic artist:
But he left them in a hurry,
Left them in a mighty hurry,
Stating that he would not stand it,
Stating in emphatic language
What he’d be before he’d stand it.
Hurriedly he packed his boxes:
Hurriedly the porter trundled
On a barrow all his boxes:
Hurriedly he took his ticket:
Hurriedly the train received him:
Thus departed Hiawatha.
LEWIS CARROLL

POSING FOR
THE PHOTOGRAPHER

ROBIN BECKER

THE SNAPSHOT
OF YOUR BODY
The snapshot o f your body
watches me shave
My eyes are dangerously drawn
to that image
slender as a truss o f cattails
the sidewise breasts
and those neat, unending legs
If, through a queer malfunction
o f muscle and socket
my eyes stuck, the hand slipped
my loving voice
would redden the sink
you would blur
and go out
the snapshot o f your body
seized by the police—
so I shave carefully!

and left edges of the frame to avoid chopping off a piece of the subject.

At first I thought oh good what fun
like David Hemmings <Sl Verushka
on the floor
but it wasn’t
like that
against the wall
arranging my face
with you a mile away
across the room
waiting for the perfect
Vs second.
Jesus what a job;
draped over the piano
was no good
my face among the plants
demure by the bookcase
also lousy.
Let’s talk this out
I wanted to say
like two adults
just tell me tell me
what to do.
No matter
where I stand
or what I do
you get glare.

STEV EN O ST E R LU N D
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THE CAMERA
Sometimes it’s as if there is a camera following me around. Or, should I say, cameras, for
there have been several (the brownie, that little black box with the whore house lit window,
and the instamatic of my teens), and today it is a nikon; anyway, this camera follows me. It
clicks, the image is there, and the rest is history. The images appear, like still lifes, you know:
apples, pears, and peaches in a basket. Some people say my basket is filled with rotten fruit, but
then again, I say, "What do they know?”

THE FAMILY PORTRAIT
This picture comes from an old camera. It’s a snapshot that was taken on a day when my legs
were as bald as telephone poles or winter trees. It was the day that daddy tried to choke me. The
day the dinner table flew like a seagull, and mamma made that awful sound like she was the bird
and had just left the ground.
I hate this picture, for I was tall and gangling, the dishes were all broke, and my legs were like
stems, leafless, of course. My eyes, from the blue of eye shadow and black of mascara, were like
the ocean in a sudden summer storm. My skirt was too short and much too loud. It took over
when daddy told me to change it; it grew like unwatched zucchini, out of control. It screamed
orange obscenities at him. That’s when he tried to choke me.

THE BATHING SUIT
Sometimes I wish I had more photos of the summer I turned my fragile china skin to brown.
But you see, I think the camera was broke that summer, or it laid down and died the first time I
went to the beach and closed my eyes. Or maybe, it got sand in its windpipe, or the aqua of my
swim suit gave it a terrible surprise. Anyway, the photos are missing. But I did want you to
know, once I was brown.
SHARON ARNOLD
No l i g h t —n o p i c t u r e . This is a photographic fundamental which we
sometimes forget. We tend to become preoccupied with new processes,
new fast films, and new, faster lenses. Very naturally, we feel that light
doesn’t matter and that the day will soon come when we can make pic
tures in complete darkness. That day is infinitely remote, however, for
without light of some sort (light which may even be invisible, as far as
our eyes are concerned) there can be no photograph.

U ND ER THE PINES'

G h o sts in the h o u se ? N oth in g to it.
J u s t p u t y o u r c a m e ra on a trip o d , an d
m a k e on e e x p o su r e o f the frig h te n e d
s u b je c t. P lac e the “ g h o st” in the
sc en e , a n d m a k e a seco n d e x p o su r e
— not a s lo n g a s the first. Y ou need
a b la c k b a c k g ro u n d , a n d the e asie st
way to get on e is to p o se yo u r su b 
je c ts in fro n t o f a n o p e n d oorw ay ,
with n o lig h ts in the room beyon d.
Y o u r “ liv e” su b je c t sh o u ld n ot m ove
d u r in g the two e x p o s u r e s .

PHOTOGRAPH OF GHOSTS
Smiling with high coiffures and enormous
silken hats, my several aunts
and mother posed, graceful as sylphs
for this seabeach photograph

It is here I come
to photograph
the green plants:
weeds and wild flowers
growing cool
as clay, still
as rabbits,all
in a rusty compost
of fallen needles.
They hold
the morning dew
hours after the
sun has turned
the upper air
a dry ruin. I move
among them
feeding on their light.
ROGER PFINGSTON
su b je c t

on fleshcolored sand whose bits of sticks and tar
are long since tideward drawn, and by the waves
engulfed, quite gone, like their long skirts
that flourish no more under the different sun.
Cruel photograph, to have caught them
exuberant and young, the one’s hand at that
clear cameo, and the starched lacy stuff
at this one’s throat, for an instant only.
Among them, resurrected, the dead sister shares
their two-dimensional moment, ephemerid
frailer than they who circle
but a little longer the bright helium sphere.
HAROLD W ITT
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Carlo Pittore

Mark Melnicove

At a table three men
appear to be discussing
the light on their hands.
One raises his left hand
and shakes it as if to remove
the light. He laughs.
Another grips the rough palm
of his hand as if in pain,
then he too laughs.
The third licks both hands,
smiles and then smacks
his lips with pleasure.
A woman walks up and asks
if she can take their picture.
Yes, of course, they say,
but where is your camera?
She sits down at the table
across from theirs
and quickly opens and closes
her legs with a loud click
of her tongue. They all laugh,
the woman the hardest.
It’s the best afternoon
they’ve had in quite some time.
ROGER PFINGSTON

On a hazy, overcast day the light is diffused and
"" attractive. No flash is needed here, if your camera
is loaded with fast film.
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It must be remembered that pinholes, like other mis
fortunes, seldom come singly. Sometimes a negative
looks almost like a photograph of stars. The onlyway to overcome these clusters is by using lots of
patience. If carefully placed, one single little dub of
color is enough for one hole, and a good worker can
place the dabs so that they can scarcely be noticed.
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MARKS ON NEGATIVES
dirt can be removed
from a negative by placing it
in water for 15 minutes and
then gently mopping it with a tuft
of wet cotton. Finger marks, how
ever, usually contain both dirt and
rdinary

gasoline or benzine.
Since dirt and finger marks on a
negative nearly always show in
the print, both sides of negatives
should be kept clean. The way to
insure this is to handle negatives
only by their edges, and to store
them where dust and dirt cannot
reach them.

courtesy Margaret Griffith

O

oil, and since oil and water will not
blend, water will not remove finger
marks. Unless the finger marks
have been allowed to remain on
the negative long enough for the
oil to penetrate the gelatine they
can be removed by gently nibbing
the negative with a tuft of cotton
that has been moistened with

Activity, for picture interest (69.)
Aerial pictures (119)
A fter D ark—Artificial light, basic principle
(153); flood and flash equipment (154):
basic setups (155) ; lighting arrangement
(15 8 ); exposure tables (160); interiors
(161): outdoors after dark (162): camp
fires. moonlight, street lights, rain. snow,
fog {162) : floodlighted buildings, fireworks,
theaters, night sports (165-166).
Alburn—A book in which photographic
prints are mounted (197).
Am ateur photographer—One who takes pho
tographs for enjoyment, not as a mean? of
livelihood.
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PHO TOGRAPH
the photograph is from the time known as
"when Grandpa had the studio”
the same years he had a family and a farm
and a woman in Geneva he saw
when he could

it surfaced last summer from a confusion
of sawdust and straw in his abandoned workshop
it floated up through a blur of unfamiliar faces
families without names and grey-eyed babies
baseball teams neatly arranged in rows
and the smiling sepia tones of his
three daughters
there he is as he must have been
standing beside his camera in a weedblown field
it is summer and a young girl poses for him
wearing an enormous straw hat
he lifts his hand above his head
to say lo o k here lo o k here
but the girl’s eyes are closed
I wonder who took this photograph
what made him give it all up
for the seclusion of his room under the stairs
and the eventual silence that settled around him
like smoke from his chesterfield kings
he said so little I hardly recall his voice
just the rasp and caw of his jigsaw
as he turned out an endless succession
of wooden lawnchairs no one bought
and wooden girls with wooden bonnets
who stood among the tulips and the mums
all those years and never smiled
girls without faces or eyes
without memories to close
against a summer sun
I want to say
lo o k h ere lo o k h ere grandfather
tell me who took this picture
who snapped you at your failures
who caught you in the act

M ARGARET GRIFFITH

F ilm . 62, 63; instan t-lo ad in g
cartrid g es, 68. 137; la rg e-size , in
view cam e ra , 71; roll,
introduct.on of, 136. 154; size of,
and focal length of lens, 125,
126. 129; 35m m , 69, 70, 136: for
tw in -lens refiex ca m e ra s . 7 0 ,1 2 5 ;
214 x 2 Vi inch. 70
Film advance, 62, 63
Filters, lens, use of, 85, 88, 209
F in e -a rt m ovem ent of photography,
178-180. S e e also "P ic to ria l"
school
Fisheye lens, 126
Fisher, Flore n c e , 177
Fitz, H enry, 139
F loor level photograp hs, c a m era
for, 66
Flow er close-ups: c a m e ra for, 70;
sim ple v ie w fin d e r c a m e ra
unsuitable for, 64
Focal length, 78, 110-1 11; defined,
111; and dis ta n c e distortion, 114115, 121; effe c t on depth of field,
116-117, 118, 120, 121; e ffe c t on
im age s ize, 110-113, 121; of long
lens, 110-111, 129; m arkings on
lens b arrel, 111, 123; of norm al
lens. 125; relatio n sh ip to film
size, 125, 126, 129; rela tio n s h ip to
f-stop, 120; and relative im age
size, 114-115; and relative
persp ective, 111. 112-115, 121; of
short (w id e -a n g le ) lens, 110-111.
126; of zoom lenses, 130
Focal p lane, 116; defin e d , 106
F o c a l-p la n e shutter, 74, 75, 136,
137; and distortion of fast-m o ving
obje c ts , 162-163
Focal point. 106, 1 0 7 ,1 1 1 ; d efined,
106
Focusing. 72-73, 106-1 07; and
depth of field , 80-83, 86-87, 116121; in dim light, 64, 65: effe c t of
a p ertu re on, 80-81, 82, 120-121 ;
for em phasis on e ssen tials, 868 7; in s in g le -le n s reflex cam era,
65, 72; soft focus, 85; for s pecial
effect, 84-87; in tw in -lens reflex
cam e ra , 56, 72; In view cam era,
67, 72; in v ie w fin d e r c a m e ra , 64,
t2, 73

Focusing system s, 62, 63, 72-73;
g round-glass view ing screen, 72,
80, 135; ran g e fin d e r, 64, 69, 72,
73, 81, 137
Foreground blurring, 80; w ith long
lens, 117, 207
Fre d e ric k , C row n P rince of Prussia,
177
French P h o to g ra p h ic S ociety. 182,
197
Frie d lan d e r, Lee, 220, 222;
photograp hs by, 25, 2 20-2 21;
quoted , 2 2 0
Fruit fly, eye of, p hotom icrog raphs,
50
F-stops, 78, 79, 123; " fa s t” lenses,
101; as ratio of focal length to
a p e rtu re . 120. S ee also A perture
Fuzziness: c o rre c te d by
focusing, 72-73; due to ch ro m atic
a b e rra tio n , 1 22-123; intentio nal,
for sp e c ial effect, 84-85. S ee also
B lurring

TH REE
up on top is ted, thirteen, french
below is jeff who’s fourteen and french
they are in a hotel in paris
they are being paid to do this, to be photographed
ted is the boy the photographer wanted and his friend
came along
this is not to say he’s a dog
but the boy up top, he’s the real find
the photographer’s in his forties
he tells the boys what to do and they do it
it took ted a while to get into it but now he loves it
jeff seems to have done this before, really expert
first they stripped each other and sucked cocks
there is a good amount of kissing all through
while this is being taken the photographer’s assistant is
sucking jeff’s ass off camera
the boys keep cracking up and the photographer shoots
around that
if these pictures are going to sell they have to look serious
a boy must be worshipping another boy’s body
he asks his assistant how the jeff boy’s ass tastes
his assistant lifts his eyebrows without stopping sucking
when this is over the photographer can get some
but ted is the boy he’s after
the boys go to the same school in the clichy area
they wanted money and went to stand in front of le
drugstore
it didn’t take them ten minutes to be purchased
they did this once before but were only jacked off and
not before a camera
when this particular act is over jeff will pretend to be
fucking his friend but it’s easy to fake
no way, ted said, will he be buttfucked, not for a million
francs
it will end with jeff exhausted in orgasm on ted’s back
they will pretend to be asleep and satisfied
94

then the bright lights will go out and the boys ask for their
money
if they want their money they have to give a little more
they have no choice so they say yes but they won’t like it
the photographer starts to suck ted’s ass and yes it’s delicious
he gets way up inside, stretching it until it takes four fingers
to the third knuckle
jeff is getting similar treatment on the floor
the photographer kisses ted with the stink still on his lips
he bends ted back and up until he’s open like a cave there
his fingers slide up and are licked as they come out
ted is just a nice looking french kid but this man is treating
him like jeanne moreau never was
ted’s just waiting for his money
this is no skin off his back but no big thrill either

Engravings, copying, 122
Enjoying pictures, 154
Exposure or development, 141
Exposure shutters, 174
F ailures in platinotypy, 92
Farmer's reducer, 78
Filtering water, 252
Flash-light work, 43
Flash sheets, 44
Flowers, photographing, 278
Goerz anastigmat, 109
Gradation in negatives, 62
Gum process, 89, 201
Ha l f -tone work, diaphragm, 167
Hand-camera, the lirst, 183
Haze, 214
I mitation ceramics, 122

Imogen, 73
Improved reducer, 228
Independence, 236
Intensification, 74, 228

DENNIS COOPER

3 ways
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M AIL THIS CO UPO N FOR MORE IN FO RM ATIO N

Gentlemen:
Ple as e send us
complete informa
tion on your triple
action

N am e
Address
City

.State.

T a k e T im e Out f o r B e a u t y
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Carlo Pittore & Mark Melnicove

MVSICA SACRA

from T H E O N E SO N G
4. P o la r o id

He must have thrown it
In his tool box
The evening he brought it home.
I’ve borrowed it from my mother
To make a copy.
A web of white mars
The black mass that is a shadow
Cast by his milling machine.
A double line of scratches
Runs from his shoulder down his apron
Until it has crossed his heart.
A stain like a cottonball
Covers a secret wound on his temple.
The one who took the picture
Didn’t care enough to smear
The whole surface with fixer;
The edges of the scene
Are fading into a world of the lost.
I’ll have an impossible time
In the darkroom,
Cursing in the amber cone of light,
Bending to the image
That will blossom in the tray.
But mutilated as the picture is,
It tells a story:
There is a man,
There is a machine,
There is a cart of oily tools,
A hard cold light is falling.
C .G . HANZLICEK
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SH U TT ER
YO U CAM E
TO ME IN THE
SID EW AYS O F A
SPIRIT PHOTO TH A T IS
FLO A TED
BETW EEN U S
BY TH E SA M E PHOTON W IND
W ITH W HICH W E M EN
HOPE SO M ED AY
TO EXPLO RE
DEEP SPACE

ALEXANDER LEHMANN-HAUPT

This in v is ib le U F O — in o b v io u s m o tio n fr o m le ft to r ig h t— w a s
p h o to g r a p h e d b y th e a u th o r on A p r il 2 8 , 1 9 6 1 , s h o rtly
a f t e r su nrise, using h ig h -s p e e d in fr a r e d film a n d n o filte r .
T h e site is th e su m m it o f M o u n t W ils o n , C a lif o r n ia , a p p r o x 
im a te ly o n e m ile fro m th e fa m o u s o b s e r v a to r y . T h e a u th o r
sta tes t h a t o b je c ts lik e this, w h ic h c a r r y h ig h o rg o n o tic
c h a rg e s , r e p r o d u c e on p h o to g r a p h ic p rin ts in re v e rs e p o la r 
ity , i.e., as a b s o r p tiv e b o d ie s , as in this c a s e . Such o b je c ts
a r e p h o to g r a p h e d e s s e n tia lly th r o u g h th e ir c h a rg e s n u llify 
in g film em u ls io n s r a th e r th a n r e a c tin g w ith th e m . This
p h o to w a s ta k e n w ith a P r a k tic a F X 2 a t f 11 a n d 1 / 5 0
s e c o n d , w ith o u t a filte r . D e v e lo p m e n t w a s 5 m in u te s in D - l 1.

S to p

W ith a nod to Mr. Einstein, it is sug
gested that relativity applies to the fine
art of picturing action.

A c t i o n ................................... 1!)I

Mary Ann Lynch

W a l k fo r w a r d tw o fe e t.

Backwards he walks.
(His eyes do not close with the flash.)

He stops.
He walks and stops.
She is on the grass, waiting.

W a l k fo r w a r d tw o fe e t.

S to p .

Backwards she walks.
(Her eyes do not close with the flash.)
N o w th e g r a s s .

H o ld .

The grass stays still. There is no wind.
He lowers the camera. Adjusts the focus. The grass stays still. There is no wind.
Virginia, summer, 1978.
On a rectangle. Glossy.
There is no wind. He holds the unmoving rectangle.
A man, a woman, an area of grass. In focus.
.......................................................... HARRIET Z IN N ES..........................................
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TOTAL LACK OF FOCUS: May be simply set
for wrong distance, but most common cause is
failure to extend camera bellows fully (except
with Highlander models). Remedy: Pull front of
camera all the way out until it locks securely
as shewn in
Opening
and
TH E HAZARDS O F --------------

FO CU S

to R .S .H .

CO M M ERCIAL DEVELOPING
We crawled into the dime-store
4 photos for 25<^ giggling tearing
at each others shirts buttons bursting
flashbulbs 3 shots left zippers
sliding down yanking at breast <Sl
nipple & erect cock exposure 2 left
tantric contorted legs steadied against
shoulder blades edge shock 1 left
tongue kissing hurriedly regathered
shaken clothes disheveled out of the
curtain’s darkness into public display
machine groans &l a thin paper strip
blank: out of order
too quick to be erotic?
Your money (cheerfully) refunded
if you aren’t
satisfied.
••••NORMAN W EIN STEIN ...........
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The eye of the camera blinks —
captures the image
once and for all —
impeccable in its stillness.
But if its eye, once open,
wouldn’t close,
repeated the image
over
and
over
again
superimposed,
slightly shifted,
mutable,
obsessive —
There is comfort in a photo,
the vision suddenly crystallized,
taken out of time —
but life
(read love)
is seldom stopped
that easily.
RAFAEL JE SU S GONZALEZ

ON FILM

some people go to bed at a certain time others go
to bed at other times i might be bugging some one
right now without my knowing it or even
having the possibility of knowing for example i
might be in some ones dreams or in some other ones
by some other one i mean some one who has never
met me and by some one some one who has
now these shots will be treated as love objects
they will thence be fingered the fingers them
selves will feel huge as they span these photos
signifying the pleasure which is in the organ of
pleasure not in the object of pleasure
thence they will become too masturbatory objects
and a superego in the form of an omnipresent
movie camera will become the organ and what was
the organ will become merely the object and the
pleasure will no longer be the same for the
organ has changed hands
and thus to perversion now what sadomasochism is
to normal life homosexuality is to perversion
homosexuality releases perversion it is thus im
proper to call it a perversion
not because it is not for to be perverse means
1, to be human
now every one in those photos is human even the
false nose even the camera is human for is not
the camera you dear reader is not the camera now
you

have you not the great eye in chiricos picture
the great masturbator and both cyclops and advancin
human figure in redons dream image of the
cyclops look in the mirror have you not become
indeed a cyclops you with your four eyes
hence the symbol of humanity is the compound eye
we find it in pictures well in every picture for
the eye is always there for if the eye were not
there how would there be a picture
all right thats over with for
2, emptying your pockets out
just as there are two pockets in a pair of pants
so are there two vices the vice of the left and
the vice of the right vice of feeling and vice of
escape from feeling the first says any one home
the second says any one want to get drunk
something to show what vice is not my next morn
ing letter my trouser legs soaked with the dew of
irish stares and pipes to my heart (outside her do
or it is saint patricks day) i marvel at her
warm and medieval body the white stockinged fe
et i knocked on the door
who is it came a wee voice its piero peter patrick paul pirithoos pan pandolpho philip ping
pang pong the post man well said the wee voice
i will i will open the door
i feel so beautiful you might say
now that is not perversion is not a line
of that which is perverse and i realize i am
taking a big chance in saying so but the thing
which makes it so perverse is its laughter and
notice i said laughter and not humor i firmly
believe there can be no perversion with laughter
involved even in a very small way with it for

laughter is never involved in a very small way
but is always involved in a very big way none
of these pictures exhibit any real laughter the
laughter is only on the mouth of the camera for
the camera is the only sane person in the studio
even the objects have been certified by the
proper authorities
with laughter can be no father confessor here
are the father confessor they are
4, the hypnosis of family life
20 a wedded bliss
20 c the wedding do you take this woman to be
your lawful wedded wife this for purposes of
identifying the body
20b the husbands confession to the virgin mary
and her lover
20e the husband is absolved
20d their only son decides to become a jesuit
20f they return from their honeymoon and are
met at the station and have lunch with their
friends because the gas hasnt been turned on
they have a daughter she is duly baptized marian she resembles the virgin mary
7d the fruit of incest
7a fantasy of the patrician system
7b fantasy of fatherhood
7c fantasy of father being a pal to the child
fantasy of playing with the child and necessa
rily talking down to it fantasy of education
7e after the incest every thing is the same
but there is a certain amount of regret
7f they try to make the playing scene again but
alas they know it education sentimentale
8a the deflowering parallels the marriage notice
the presence of sexual attraction which was ab
sent in the marriage

8b &lc in sequence
6a the daughter takes a lover the virgin mary
has got older allowing us to date this scene
with some margin of precision
6b the dowry is arranged
6c last photo in this position the impending
marriage father complex
6d the daughter is absolved
6e the newlyweds visit europe on their honeymoon
6f the father is presented with a grandchild
born six months premature
5a flashback the deflowering
5b much much later when she is practically di
vorced the daughter becomes a great mystic
5c the fantasy of virginity
4 later stages of the marriage they go to night
clubs all the time now
3 more of the night club sequence she falls in
love with a man who strikes us should remind
her of her father
2 her mystical life
1 fantasies of a young widow the young man in
the picture is her son now almost as old as
she is
19 romantic notions of a virgins narcissism of
a juliet of pets
18 photos they took on the trip photos a d & f
are taken by the husband who is much taken with
his newlyweds beauty the other three are tourist
photos and like all tourist photos it is hard
to tell what is happening
17 scenes from her mothers wedding
17a two virgins
17b advice a word of advice dont use this picture
17d engagement photograph
12 her life as it might had been had none of
this happened

PIERO HELICZER

G R A N D M O T H E R ’S P H O T O G R A P H S A R E M A K IN G D EM A N D S
She
and
and
and

had eight children
they had children and their children had children
they all came smiling into the world
were posed and snapshot year after year

People and nearby
scenes backlighted
or in "open shade”
(facing open sky)
NOT UNDER TREES
OR PORCHES

playsuits wedding gowns someone dressed
in moonbeam green you can see her in
him what a resemblance oh I wouldn’t
have recognized we are all frowning
she had to clean up after the
photographer’s horse

Now photographic delicacies under glass cover grandmother’s
kitchen table so we must continually eat the smiles
The dining table is set with portraits instead of china
Her cat nests in a drawer full of faces, is buried alive

Nearby people
on beaches, in
snow, or other
highly reflective
. surroundings

these are my children the oldest
the youngest and the one who weighed
only three pounds these are my
grandchildren these are my children
except for that one she’s not mine
I have a daughter with that name
but that one is not my daughter
these are my who are these?

She says the pictures over and over
They bind her to the flickering light
Flash, click, this bead of person is kept to be counted
The litany of their images holds her
Her bedroom walls are covered with icons of paper progeny
no easier to live with than big brown water stains
or roses the color of dried blood
harder, in fact, because she says the photographs waken her
and tell her to go to the kitchen to cook breakfast
which she can no longer do
............................ SANDRA L Y N N .....................................................................
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David Melby

S N A P SH O T E P IP H A N Y

M A K E FRIENDS: So you photograph a couple
of strangers. Then you develop the picture,
right then, and show it to them. They like to see
themselves; you explain the way it's done. This
leads to more pictures. Soon they are no longer
strangers. 200 speed film used for these photos.
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One night when it was very dark
a certain Stephen appeared to me
in an epiphany
in the Cafe Sport
(that same Stephen no doubt named
after Stephen Dedalus
by that generation of parents
who named all its children
after the hero of
P o rtr a it o f th e A r t is t a s a Young Man)
and that same Stephen coming up to me
with a certain subversive air
of an arab with a scarab

OUT OF FOCUS

and showing me a color photo of himself
in the Cafe Trieste
three years ago
looking like a young Pierre
in the BBC version of W a r & P e a c e
and pointing out in a corner of the photo
'the Greek chick I’m now involved with’
whom he hadn’t even met
at the time of the picture
('The Greek w h a t ?’ I asked him)
But there they were
the two of them back then
already 'caught in the emulsion’
(as I pointed out to him)
though the film not fully developed yet
the final print not yet made
the print in fact still to be
put back in the developer
to bring out the darker shadowed parts
of the total picture
in which his fated resemblance
to a revolutionary Pierre
or to a liberated Stephen Dedalus
would be made much much clearer
and her fatal resemblance
to an Egyptian fertility goddess
made much dearer
even as he strides forth to forge
'the uncreated conscience of his race’
and even as he
strode back to their table
and I spied her
through the Italian lattice
smiling so fatally at him
and then kissing him
gratis

PICTURE LETTERS: Say "Hello" to far-away
relatives or friends; include in "thank you" letter
after rectiving gift or visiting; wonderful tonic
for convalescents and "shut-ins" you can't visit.
Postcarders are fun, too. Try some, soon.

here’s the secret ol*
sharp action shots
T h e f a s t e r y o u r s u b j e c t m o v es
in the view fin d e r — the s n a p 
p ie r y o u r s hutte r s p e e d m u s t
be. M o v e m en t d e p e n d s on
s p e e d , d is t a n ce , a n d a n g le .

LAWRENCE FERLINGHETTI
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*

—

APOLOGY - s

NOT FUNNY
In last week’s Times,
page 36, we ran an
engagement announcement
and photograph sent to us
by a person in Southwest
Harbor. Today, the man
featured as the ' ‘groom-tobe” came by to tell us that
it was a joke - the two are
not marrying; and the
picture and caption have
been a source of embar
rassment for him.
We apologize to Mr.
Merrill Stanley for our
involuntary involvement in
this hoax, and assure
everyone involved that we
do not appreciate the

humor, or lack of humor,
involved.
The Times accepts en
gagem ent pictures and
announcements from the
community in good faith,
and appreciates friends and
relatives bringing them by.
We hope routine double
checking of their legitimacy
will never become neces
sary.
In short, the joke was not
only on the “ couple”
pictured, but on the com
munity and on us. We trust
that is the last “ bad joke”
we and our readers will be
subjected to.

One of my mother, and blurred;
Sunday; the afternoon
Is smoky and overcast;
Standing beside the lake,
She balances on a rock
At the waterline, gazing out;
Someone is in a boat
Taking her picture; she
Is waiting for them to land.
The water. . . The shoreline. . .

*

PHOTOGRAPHS

This one of me at six
At play in the backyard—
Marbles of some sort;
The ring is quite visible
In the August dust;
I have Ups, and am fudging;
Off to one side,
A group of three boys:
One is my brother and one
Is someone I do not know.

*

*

One of my father; he stands
In hunting clothes in front
O f our house; two dogs
Nuzzle the fingers of
His outstretched hand;
Under his right arm
The shotgun that now is mine
Gleams in the sunlight—
I cannot tell if he leaves
Or if he is just returned.

I shut the album hard.
What good are these now?
They do not answer W h a t n e x t?
Or W h a t w a s I try in g to p ro v e ?
They do not explain us:
Such poses are unrecorded—
They lurk like money, just
Out of reach, shining
And unredeemed:
And we hold such poses forever
CHARLES W RIGHT
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•• T H E A N C IE N T O F D A Y S ...................................
would that I
had known Aunt Cumi
Woody
C-u-m-i, pronounced
Or my
she lived in the Deyton Bend Section of Mitchell
County, North Carolina many years ago
there is one of Bayard Wootten’s photographs of her
standing there with her store-bought
teeth, holding a coverlet
she sheared her sheep, spun
and dyed her yarn in vegetable dyes,
and wove the coverlet

---because sin 's an attractive subject, nicely placed with her side
to the sun. to avoid eyestrain and squinting.
The camera was low, to obtain a simple un
cluttered background of sky ; and a color filter
helped deepen the sky tone. The rough wooden
rail provides an adequate “ bas e” for the pic
ture, and unobtrusively suggests a pleasant
rustic location. Best of all, the whole feeling
of the picture is natural and casual, with no at
tempt at elaborate posing or forced a initiation.

in indigo, the brown from walnut roots,
red from madder, green from hickory ooze, first,
then into the indigo (the blue pot)
Cumi, from the Bible
(St. Mark 5:41)
Talitha Cumi:
" D a m s e l , l s a y in to th ee, a r i s e ! ”

she is gone, she
enjoyed her days

•••JO NATH AN W ILLIAMS--

: .................................

IIFT1TH — <‘»ithoughti»«*

mWMJ ■ m l i l t sun is Ino nearly ^
straight overhead for perfect ‘'por
trait’ ’ lighting. The subject’s po
sition is pleasant, relaxed, natural.
Again, the camera is low, for a sky
backg round, with a filter to deepen
the sky tone. This provides better
contrast with the white dress. Trees
at lower left and right lend desira
ble “ weight” at the base of the pic
ture; and the rail crosses at an at
tractive diagonal — far better than a
dull horizontal arrangement. Note
also that tire girl’s body m ak es a
d i a g o n a l— unlike tin- straight upand-down pose above. Clouds nicety
break up the sky areas — avoiding
monotony.
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Photographer standing near Whirlpool Rapids below Falls of St. Anthony, ca. 1865. Photograph by Whitney & Zimmerman.
From the collection of the Minnesota Historical Society.
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The Dog Ear Press

Hulls Cove, Maine

IN PRINT & FORTHCOMING, 1981
BERN ! PO RTER! INTERVIEW ! Conducted by Margaret
Dunbar. The universe as viewed by one of the greatest
poet/physicist/publishers of the atomic age. Salty enough
to season your food with. ($6.00. ISBN: 0-937966-08-8)
BR O TH ERLY & O TH ER LOVES Poems by Kala
Ladenheim. Visions of love &. loyalty from the times of
Cain & Abel to the 1980’s by this independent Maine
woodswoman. ($3.50. ISBN: 0-937966-01-0)
D AU G H TERS W ITH O UT MOTHERS A testimony/song
by Lee Sharkey in 17 parts. Illustrated with photos from the
poet’s family album &. covering all the bases regards
growing up with &. without mother. ($3.00. ISBN: 0937966-07-X)
HYM N FOR JA N IN A LEW AND O W SKA Poems by
Kendall Merriam. No holds barred in this tribute to the
5,000 Polish officers massacred by the Russians in the
Katyn Forest during WWII. ($3.00. ISBN: 0937966-06-1)
ON TH E H O R IZ O N /N O TH IN G IS M O V ING Poems
from The Maine State Prison, compiled by Jim Bishop,
edited <St designed by Elizabeth Mann. ($2.00. ISBN:
0937966-03-7)
H EA RT IN U T T ER C O N FU SIO N Takes on the erotic
poetry of India, by Steve Kowit. Illustrated by Alan
Horseradish’s watercolors. ($3.00. ISBN: 0937966-09-6)
SLEEPING IN A FRICA Poems by Dawn McGuire. A travel
guide to the unconscious & nothing to stand on. ($3.00.
ISBN: 0937966-10-6)
TH E M AINE POETS FESTIVAL BO O K , 1979 Edited by
Mark Melnicove. 41 poets recreate the flavor of this annual
festival, now in its 4th year. ($4.00. ISBN: 0937966-002)
V O TE YES O N SEPTEM BER 23rd Edited by Mark
Melnicove. An anthology by Maine artists for a nuclear-free
Maine (&. world). ($2.50. ISBN: 0937966-02-9)
A D V A N CED MEM ORIES A serial in progress, by Mark
Melnicove. Constructed from texts that have in some way
been altered: be it by paint, magic marker, computer
programs or consciousness itself. ($3.00/3 issues,
$1.00/sample issue)

We also carry over 30 titles from Bern Porter Books, including
his well-known m asterpieces, T h e M a n h a tta n
Telephone Book &. The W astemaker, both at $7.50.
All titles are distributed by The Maine Writers & Publishers
Alliance, P.O. Box 143, So. Harpswell, Maine 04079. A
catalogue/sampler of over 150 books from Maine’s small
presses is available for $1.00.
Shipping & handling: 754 for first title, 254 p>er
additional title up to $2.50. No charge after that.

